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From the Editor
Welcome to KiwiFlyer #45. We hope you’ll find
plenty of good reading within.
There’s more than a few owners of GA and
recreational aircraft who will have thought at some
time “I could fly to Australia”. And then added
“if I wanted to” and then left it at that. Satisfying
to think that you could, but in reality all a bit too
risky and difficult, and for that matter, hardly cost
efficient. Albeit that Lance Weller had the additional
motive of relocating his Cirrus to Brisbane, Lance is
indeed someone who headed off on an international
flight(s) ‘because he could’. Far from taking the
traditional route via Norfolk and Lord Howe Islands,
Lance and co-pilot Garth Jensen made the journey
via New Caledonia, Vanuatu, the Solomans, and
Papua New Guinea. The very successful trip wasn’t
without the occasional hitch, and Lance does a great
job of telling the story for internationally motivated
fellow aviators to fly vicariously alongside.
A notable achievement of a different kind, presented
in this issue, is Ivan Mudrovich’s now-completed
interpretation of Richard Pearse’s 1903 aircraft.
Much has been written and debated about when and
how well Pearse first flew and the debate will endure,
as there is precious little evidence remaining, and
for that matter, what evidence there does seem to
be is often disputed. Ivan’s full size Pearse aircraft,
faithfully and determinedly built using traditional
methods, was deemed ready for a trial flight (a hop
would suffice) some 12 months back and amid much
secrecy and media embargoes, we were invited along
to the event. Engine troubles on the day prevented
that hop from happening, but what a work of art
Ivan’s aircraft is. Then just a week ago, the test flight
was on again, and the media circus descended on
Whitianga Airfield with Ivan and his aircraft being
hosted by Mercury Bay Aero Club. This time the
engine troubles weren’t only confined to the aircraft,
with Ivan suffering a health scare and being vacated
to hospital by helicopter. At time of writing, Ivan
has thankfully recovered and the fettling to get
the aircraft into the air continues, hopefully in a
manner that allows Ivan and his helpers to quietly
and enjoyably get on with it, without the stress of
interviews and cameras all around. Bravo Ivan, for
the endurance and for creating something so elegant,
so well.
With those comments I’ve used up my editorial
space already. Don’t forget the Aviation Conference
Week and Trade Show in June. Information on that,
plus lots more to read will be found on the following
pages. Enjoy.

Michael Norton

Editor, KiwiFlyer Magazine
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Front Cover: WWII fighters on departure from Wanaka.
Stu Goldspink pilots the Kittyhawk with Gene de Marco as
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Industry and Community News

Industry News Briefs
New FAA Approved Flotation for Lift
and Fall Harnesses

A new flotation collar by Switlik adds
FAA-approved flotation to over-water
lifting operations. Lacing flaps attach the
collar to the typical harness used (not
supplied) and this collar then becomes
an extension of the unit without adding
additional bulk. The collar is ideal for
helicopter operators performing human
external cargo operations whenever these
are over water or needing to transit water.
For more information contact Lloyd Klee
at Aviation Safety Supplies. 07 543 0075 or
sales@aviationsafety.co.nz
Dargaville Aero Club offers autogyro
hire in new MTO Sport

Dargaville Aero Club is building on
its reputation for progressive thinking
by purchasing its own new MTO Sport
autogyro from the NZ distributor
AeroSport, and now offers this aircraft
for students to fly solo. Previously, there
have not been gyros available in NZ for
solo hire, students always needing to have
their own machine to transition to when
the time for solo flying arrives. Dargaville
Aero Club’s initiative makes it possible for
enthusiasts to get a proper taste of the
sport and a full licence, without needing to
purchase their own aircraft. If that isn’t an
attractive enough proposition, the Club also
offers free-of-charge instruction (theory
and practical) with students paying only a
(low) rate for the aircraft hire. See advert
page 31 for contact details.
KODIAK gains NZ type certification

The Quest Aircraft Company has
announced receipt of type certification
in New Zealand for their 10-place

KODIAK® utility aircraft. The PT6
powered Kodiak combines STOL
performance and high useful load, with
the ability to operate from unimproved
surfaces. Take-off requires less than 1,000
feet at full gross takeoff weight of 7,255
lbs, with climb performance over 1,300
fpm. Utility Air in Australia is the dealer for
the region. Contact Stephen Pembro via
www.utilityair.com or www.questaircraft.
com for more information.
Cassell’s Famous Fish of WWII

Jay Cassells has produced a very
nicely illustrated and printed hardback
book ‘of whimsy’, marrying his love of
WWII aviation history, with that of fish.
Simultaneously odd, and entertaining,
the book has been well received with
favourable reviews including from the
Aviation Historian in the UK, and the first
edition is now nearly sold out. Have a look
at www.jakehassells.com for sample pages
and ordering information.
75 SQN Birthday Reunion

75 Squadron is 100 years old this year
and is holding their biennial reunion in
Tauranga from 30 September through 2
October. More information from Glen
Turner, 021 732 835 or 75sqn.assnz@
windowslive.com.
Aviation NZ Conferences 2016

This year’s annual Aviation Conference
Week will be held from 25 to 29 June
in Wellington. The Leadership Summit
on 28 and 29 June is themed ‘Meeting
tomorrow’s challenges and succeeding
today’. More information is in this issue of
KiwiFlyer on page 39. The next edition of
KiwiFlyer will include a supplement ‘Event

Guide’ with full speaker and programme
details. A Trade Show will run from 27-29
June. Special rates are available for trade
exhibitors to advertise in the KiwiFlyer
Event Guide, including the opportunity for
promotional editorial. Contact us on 09 279
9924 or michael@kiwiflyer.co.nz for more
details and to discuss options which can
promote your presence at the Expo and
your support of Aviation NZ.
NZ Warbirds Open Day at Ardmore

Always very popular thanks to a wide
ranging display of aircraft and groundbased attractions, at a very reasonable price,
NZ Warbirds next Open Day at Ardmore
is scheduled for Sunday 5 June. Operating
between 10am and 4pm, entry is $20 (under
14 free) with practice flying displays at
1030, 1230 and 1430 hrs.
Oceania Aviation training Engineers
from Pakistan

Oceania Aviation have signed an
agreement with Pakistan authorities
for the training and development of
government-nominated engineers in the
overhaul and servicing of leading dynamic
components, rotor blades, piston engines
and calendar parts for the Sikorsky S300C.
The agreements will see Engineers from
Pakistan accommodated in New Zealand
for the duration of their onsite training,
which lasts between 3-4 months, followed
by reciprocal visits by Oceania Aviation
engineers who will continue staff training
and knowledge sharing on site in Pakistan.
NEST becomes the Northland Rescue
Helicopter

The Northland Emergency Services
Trust (NEST) will now be known as
the Northland Rescue Helicopter. Peter
Turnbull, Chief Pilot and Chief Executive,
says the new name is about establishing
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Kiwi Flyer Project
contributed by Chris Gee

cohesive branding for the helicopters and
the trust. “Currently there are a few titles
we are referred to and while they are all
names we have used in the past we have
decided the Northland Rescue Helicopter
encompasses what we do best and it will
help eliminate any name confusion.”
Tecnam P2012 Traveller roll-out

Tecnam have announced the roll-out
of the first prototype TECNAM P2012
Traveller from its Experimental Assembly
Line in Italy.
The P2012’s pair of Lycoming TEO540-C1A engines were powered up for
a successful taxi onto the Capua ramp.
The Tecnam P2012 Traveller is an eleven
seat, next generation piston engine twin,
designed to comply with both FAR part
23 and EASA CS-23. Partnering with
Lycoming and Garmin, Tecnam is aiming
to deliver both innovation and a step
change in air transportation.
ServiceIQ success with Gateway
Aviation Programme

ServiceIQ will again be offering a
Gateway Flying NZ Flight Training
Scholarship in 2016. Recipient of the 2015
scholarship, Ellie McIlraith is currently

studying at Southern Wings to become a
commercial pilot.
ServiceIQ’s Sector Adviser – Aviation,
Allan Moulai, says for those students with
the motivation and ability, Gateway also
offers the opportunity to gain real on-thejob experience and/or knowledge from
aviation workplaces.
“Workplaces may include local aero
clubs, airlines, airline agents, air charter
services, aircraft sales and maintenance, air
traffic control and air freight companies to
name a few. Aero Clubs generally construct
a programme to suit their location and
advertise this to schools who then select
the right students to participate in the
Gateway programme. Service IQ has
various Aviation Gateway programmes
for potential pilot applicants around the
country, and also some for aeronautical
engineering. We strongly encourage those
people who want to know more to contact
us,” says Allan.
New CAA Safety Seminars

A new round of CAA Safety Seminars
is underway and already receiving excellent
reviews. Stephen Morton went to the
Wanaka edition on air accidents and
came away very impressed. “Five cases

were well presented with actual video
footage, re-enactments of events or
computer animation. It was typically not
just one error of judgement that caused
the accident, but a series of events that
eventually lead to a fatality. There were
lessons to be learned which often applied
regardless of the type of aircraft you are
flying, or how experienced you think you
are. Learn to recognise the problems and
manage the situation. Prepare well, know
your machine, keep calm and continue to
fly the aircraft.” Look up the presentation
location near you on www.caa.govt.nz
KiwiFlyer Mailing List Update

It’s time again for us to give the
KiwiFlyer mailing list a complete refresh
to check that everyone on the NZ aircraft
register is receiving their free copy. This
means that some current recipients (who
have perhaps sold their aircraft) will likely
drop off the list, or potentially if you’ve
been receiving more than one copy, then
that bonus may soon stop occurring. If
you don’t receive the June edition and
think that’s in error, or if you’re now withholding your details on the register, then let
us know and we’ll make sure you stay on
the list and don’t miss an issue.

The Pearse Project
ONE OF aviation’s polarising mysteries is when, and also how
The process has been meticulously documented and filmed,
successfully, Richard Pearse achieved flight. Much has been written
with a DVD now available of the journey so far. Unfortunately
about this intriguing chapter of New Zealand’s aviation history with
each attempt to date has been marred by engine troubles, with
various opinions
the promising
and evidence
performance
presented to
achieved in the
suggest that
hanger failing to
Pearse may have
appear at each
raced the Wright
attempt on an
brothers into
airstrip.
the air. Evidence
The lack of
is cited from
documentation
Pearse’s own
and technical
correspondence
information
to declare this
from the time
not to be the
of Pearse’s
case, and that
original attempt
he actually flew
is one of the
much later that
major obstacles
the Wrights.
Ivan has had
An early start at Whenuapai Airbase, waiting for the fog to lift so a test flight can take place.
But there is
to overcome.
also evidence that he was actively trying at about the same time,
Much of the information has been passed down in the form of
and arguments persist that his accomplishments were not suitably
descriptive text, the most valuable of which are the original patents
recorded nor acknowledged.
Pearse applied for at the time for his inventions, along with blurry
Regardless of when exactly, one of the unanswered questions
photographic records and contradicting eye witness accounts. At
has been how well Pearse’s aircraft might have flown. Whilst
the turn of the century, inventors all over the world were trying to
countless enthusiasts have pored over the limited information
achieve controlled flight, and in many ways the unique aerodynamic
remaining to gather evidence to support their theory one way or
approach of Richard Pearse’s design was years ahead of its time.
the other, Ivan Mudrovich, now 78 years old, took things much
Elements such as the mono-wing, control surfaces at the rear rather
further. After analysing Richard Pearse’s patents, along with the
than the front, the use of aileron type devices, and a pulling as
scant documents and histories available, he built his own fullopposed to pushing powered propeller, make Pearse’s design bear
scale interpretation of Pearse’s original 1903 design. Using only
more resemblance to modern aircraft than the Wright brothers’
technology and techniques available to Richard Pearse at the time,
machine does. Unfortunately, partly due to his isolation from the
Ivan spent over 12 years constructing what can only be described as
world and his own reluctance to seek publicity, Pearse’s designs
a beautiful piece of aviation engineering (and for that matter, art) at
were not overly influential to other aviation pioneers of the day.
his home in Kelston, West Auckland.
Nonetheless, Richard Pearse continued to innovate and invent
Without delving into the debate of whether or not Richard
through to the 1940s. His design work culminated in a ‘Tilt-Rotor’
Pearse’s machine took to the air before the Wright Brothers in
flying machine, which was similar in concept to modern helicopters
1903, Ivan set out to simply prove that Pearse’s machine was indeed
and autogyros. This ingenious machine was intended to fold into
capable of flight. With the aid of engineer Alan Booth, experienced
a standard garage and be used for both driving and flying, a feat
test pilot Neville Hay, and numerous other supporters, Ivan and his
only achieved in very recent times. Unfortunately, near the end of
wonderful aircraft have, over the last 12 months, been on a roller
his life, Pearse became a recluse and passed away in Christchurch’s
coaster of a journey to get some air under his machine’s wings.
Sunnyside Hospital in 1951.

Ivan Mudrovich
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Will it Fly?

TV cameras in pursuit at Whenuapai. The van driver is taking pictures too.

Heading back to the hangar at Whitianga after an engine run.

Military safety in practice at Whenuapai. The fire truck followed closely.

The old and the new. A camera equipped drone follows at Whenuapai.

Training
now available
to meet
PBN/GPS CAA
requirements

Fortunately for historians, the trustee that took over control of
his estate recognised the importance of his inventions and sought
wider appreciation for them. In 1963, NZ aviation pioneer George
Bolt followed a trail of evidence that led him to a farm-dump in
south Canterbury, where he recovered what is widely believed
to be parts of the original engine used in the 1903 aircraft. This
engine was a wonder of engineering at the time; its lightweight
design incorporating double ended cylinders, made out of cast-iron
drainpipes, with two pistons each. It is believed this engine was
capable of producing about 15hp. Ivan has reproduced this engine
in detail, including aspects of the repair and modifications the
engine underwent over time. In itself, the replication of this engine
is a masterful undertaking, and the fact that no modern techniques
were used to simply fix the design flaws and allow the performance
required is a mark of Ivan’s dedication to authenticity.

The first attempt to get airborne that
KiwiFlyer Magazine was invited to, under
secrecy and with strict media embargoes
in place, was in April 2015, at Whenuapai
Air Force Base in Auckland. The RNZAF
provided generous help, with the attempt
to be made on their runway, the aircraft
housed under the wing of a P-3 Orion
in No5 Squadron’s hanger, and their
emergency services and airbase operations
staff in attendance. It was a beautiful, eerie,
early morning scene as Ivan’s aircraft was
towed out of the hanger, but the thick fog
caused an initial delay as they had to wait
for it to burn off before proceeding with
the test. Finally the fog cleared and, with
the airframe studded with small ‘go-pro’
cameras, a gaggle of reporters, cameramen,
photographers, fire trucks following along
and camera drones flying overhead, Pilot
Neville Hay started his first run.
Unfortunately the engine never achieved
the horsepower that it had in test runs,
and after a few attempts along the runway
the engine broke, covering Neville with
oil. The attempts were called off for that
day, and we were set to reconvene the next
morning. Despite the problem being fixed
however, Ivan could not replicate the earlier
successful engine performance and further
attempts were postponed.
Fast forward one year to April 2016,
and, after some very promising engine runs,
the call was made to media for another
attempt, this time based at Mercury Bay
Aero Club in Whitianga. Once again the
reporters, drone operators and cameramen
descended on Ivan, Alan and Neville
as they prepared for another attempt at
getting this magnificent machine into the
air, or, more realistically, just a couple
of feet off the ground. But during an
earlier engine test the air-cooled engine
overheated causing a valve spring to fail,

and Ivan and Alan headed into town to
get a replacement for what is thankfully a
stock-standard widely available part. During
the tricky procedure of replacing it, under
the watchful gaze of multiple cameras
hovering inches away, the valve spring
was accidentally dropped into one of the
cylinders. This required some time spent
to fish it out, also involving removal of the
propeller.
It was at this time that things took a
dramatic turn when Ivan’s health condition
flared up, giving everyone quite a scare. An
ambulance was called for Ivan, and swiftly
thereafter, the Westpac Rescue helicopter.
Alan continued to work on getting the
engine back together and soon afterwards
a recovering Ivan was on the phone to
Alan from his hospital bed, egging him
on to try and get the engine going, and
issuing technical instructions. The aircraft
was pulled out of the hanger onto the
grass, and successfully started. However,
as in previous attempts, the engine failed
to perform and the attempt was called
off once more. At the time this issue
goes to print, the aircraft is still located
at Whitianga, with Ivan, Alan and Neville
hoping to continue fine-tuning the engine,
and plans to make another attempt in the
near future in the works.
Regardless of whether Ivan Mudrovich’s
stunning interpretation of Richard Pearse’s
historic 1903 aircraft ever makes it off the
ground, the superb workmanship involved
and the replication of historically accurate
construction techniques make this aircraft
an important addition to the world-class
historical aviation scene here in New
Zealand. The aircraft is not only a lasting
reminder of Richard Pearse’s genius, but an
incredible journey from idea to completed
aircraft which will also be an enduring
testament to Ivan’s determination and
ingenuity.

Beautiful engineering everywhere. Note bamboo.

Faithfully reproduced engine: itself a piece of art.

RPT stands for Richard Pearse Two.
Ivan named her after his sister Colleen.

RENEW YOUR INSTRUMENT RATING NOW AND INCLUDE RNAV
SINGLE PILOT IFR COMMAND RATINGS l MULTI-CREW TRAINING
l CERTIFIED PBN/GPS COURSES RUN REGULARLY
l INITIAL AND SUBSEQUENT TWIN TYPE RATINGS ON CESSNA 402C & PIPER SENECA IV
l
l
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Kiwi Flyer Adventure
contributed by Lance Weller with images by Garth Jensen and Lance Weller

The Long Way to Brisbane

Kerikeri - Norfolk - New Caledonia - Vanuatu - Solomans - PNG
When speaking with Lance Weller recently about Angel Flight (see KiwiFlyer
Issue 44), he also mentioned a fairly epic flight he made in his Cirrus last
year. This sounded like a great story to share with KiwiFlyer readers and
Lance kindly offered to write it up for us. Lance had crossed the Tasman in

his Cirrus before, so had that experience to hand when planning a much
longer return flight. This is the sort of adventure many owners of single
engine light aircraft might imagine they’d like to do one day. Here’s a
vicarious opportunity to see what it would be like. Lance writes:

WHEN I decided to relocate my
Our initial thought was to fly
Cirrus SR20 G3 back to Brisbane
in late April 2015 so we would
I thought it would be more
have warmer water on the coldest
interesting to fly via Norfolk
water leg to Norfolk Island.
Island, New Caledonia, Vanuatu,
It became obvious in early
Solomon Islands, and Papua
April that thunderstorms were
New Guinea.
still a daily occurrence and it
This was a distance of 4,069
was only a few weeks earlier that
nm and three times further
Cyclone Pam, the most intense
than the usual ‘short’ route via
tropical cyclone in the Southern
Norfolk and Lord Howe Islands
Hemisphere, had caused
of 1,338 nm.
enormous damage in Vanuatu
The Cirrus SR20 G3 at Whangarei Airport
My co-pilot was Garth Jensen,
with winds up to 320 kph.
a fellow Cirrus Owner based in Sydney. He was also my co-pilot
Further research revealed that July was the best time, being
when we flew the Cirrus to NZ from Brisbane via Lord Howe and
the dry season with least risk of thunderstorms and that the SE
Norfolk Islands a few years earlier.
trade winds should provide tail winds on most days. The only
I began to research the safest track given the Cirrus’ fuel capacity
downside was departing NZ in mid-winter with rather cold water
of 56 gallons (212 litres) of usable fuel. The plan became:
temperatures to Norfolk Island.
We applied to NZ Customs on Form NZCS 361 to depart from
Track
Distance
Time
Kerikeri. On receipt of permission I liaised directly with Customs
Whangarei to Kerikeri
38 nm
23m
in Opua who process most of the yachts that arrive and depart
Kerikeri to Norfolk Island
482 nm
3h 40m
from NZ each year. We arranged a day and time to meet at NZKK
Norfolk to La Tontouta Intl Noumea
453 nm
3h 12m
for our departure to Norfolk.
La Tontouta to Magenta
20 nm
19m
Given that favourable enroute winds were critical to a safe
Magenta to La Tontouta
20 nm
17m
flight, I studied the weather most days from April to July on www.
La Tontouta to Port Vila
313 nm
2h 05m
windyt.com. Windyt displayed the weather for the whole region and
Port Vila to Santo
146 nm
1h 10m
interestingly it can show the wind at different altitudes, which was
Santo to Honiara
560 nm
4h 00m
very useful. Using this information ensured we had tailwinds every
Honiara to Gizo
205 nm
1h 31m
day for 8 days from Kerikeri to Cairns.
Gizo to Alotau
410 nm
2h 14m
For en-route winds data we used Grid Wind Forecast Maps
Alotau to Port Moresby
192 nm
1h 34m
issued by Australian Bureau of Meteorology. They forecast wind
Port Moresby to Cairns
457 nm
3h 27m
speed and direction at 5000’ and 10,000’. Some days there was up to
7h 02m
Cairns-Townsville-Bundaberg-Brisbane 773 nm
90 degrees of difference. It gave a guide for our optimum height to
Total
4069 nm 30h 54m
fly that day.
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We were surprised at the excellent accuracy of these forecasts. I
learned that was because it is easier to forecast winds over oceans
because they are not disturbed by land terrain.
Each day we plotted our track over the grid chart. Most days we
flew across three to four grids, with each grid measuring 150 nm x
150 nm.
Using our magnetic track, we calculated our forecast ground
speed in each grid at the optimum
height to provide an estimated
flight time for that leg. The
actual time was always within 10
minutes or so of estimated time.
By doing these calculations we
avoided ‘surprises’.

Spray ( the same can is used by Customs and airlines). We sprayed
the required amount of spray at TOD and logged time of Spray.
Each time we landed we ‘waved’ our can to Quarantine people
and were allowed to immediately disembark, thereby avoiding a
ten-minute wait in a hot and humid cockpit for them to spray the
aircraft.
We employed a UK based Flight Planning Company to obtain
over-flight and landing permits
for the four countries en-route.
They also engaged ‘Handlers’ on
our behalf at a cost of $NZ400
per Airport.
Departure

19 July 2015. We were ready to
depart but 18 gusting to 30 kts at
We carried a waterproof
NZKK and a cross wind of 35
Delorme inReach Explorer
kts most of the way to Norfolk
Satellite Tracker that connects
cancelled our flight. Fellow pilots
to the Iridium Satellite Network.
would agree it is not easy to
When synced to my iPhone
cancel a flight when the desire to
(in waterproof pouch) I could
get going is very strong.
send and receive text and email
20 July. Conditions had
messages en-route to/from
improved. After clearing Customs
anywhere in the world. When we
and submitting our ‘General
sent an email our location was
Declaration’ at NZKK, we were
Lance Weller (left) and Garth Jensen (right) ready for departure
displayed to recipients.
soon overhead Cape Reinga. It
If we had been in our life raft, we would have been in email
was a special moment to reflect that nearly all of NZ was south of
contact with our rescuers.
the lighthouse.
We always wore aviation type life jackets, plus we carried a 16 kg
Nervous thoughts in the cockpit about flying over water were
put aside as we concentrated on logging 30 min fuel tank changes,
Winslow 4 man life raft with canopy and boarding ladder.
position reporting, engine monitoring, calculating ETA and fuel
People need a minimum of one litre of water per day. We carried
six litres of water plus high energy muesli bars on the assumption
remaining, etc, etc.
we could be in the life raft for up to three days. There were
We were pleased to see Norfolk Island on the horizon and
additional water and rations inside the life raft.
complete what I considered to be the most potentially difficult
leg as it was the only leg without alternate airports near or at our
We also carried two grab-bags packed with various types of
destination. Plus, the very cold ocean temperatures.
safety equipment including a Greatland Laser Rescue Light which
sends out a one mile wide fan of light at a distance of 20 miles.
We were met by the Assistant Airport Manager, a fellow
We had fastened to our belts three GME EPIRBs with GPS
microlight Savannah owner. He kindly lent us his vehicle so we
location transmitted in signal so there was no chance we could not
could go for a drive and visit the outstanding convict settlement
alert authorities. And we carried a spray proof Vertex hand held
ruins and more.
radio.
21 July. Weather for the 433 nm track to New Caledonia looks
We practised evacuating the Cirrus with all this gear the day
good. As we had cleared Customs when we arrived, we were able to
before departure. It was not an easy procedure.
depart after lodging our flight plan with NZ Airways.
We also carried a 100 gram can of Callington Top of Descent
Due to internet issues we had not had not received clarification
Onboard equipment

For feedback on any of our content in KiwiFlyer, phone 09 279 9924 or email: michael@kiwiflyer.co.nz
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to our questions regarding the NOTAM
regarding repairs to the runway at La
Tontauta as the NOTAM had not specified
if UTC or LT.
After a few hours we heard French
ATC voices and about 140 nm south
were given clearance in English to enter
New Caledonian airspace. We were soon
advised to join downwind and cleared to
land. There were several men working on
what looked like an expansion joint several
hundred metres in from the approach end
of the runway which was 3,250 m long.
It was disconcerting not being able to
understand the ATC French instructions
being given to other aircraft. Fortunately
for us, English is the international language
of aviation. There were four Customs,
Gendarme, and Quarantine people waiting
to process us.
We knew there was no Avgas at this
Airport so we obtained clearance to depart
for Magenta, the domestic airport located
20 miles away on the outskirts of Noumea.
The Oz Runway moving VTC map was
a big help in tracking via VFR waypoints
that were named A and B and C. Which at
least made them easy for us to pronounce.
Magenta was a busy Airport with only
one runway and lots of domestic airline
traffic. After refuelling I met a microlight
pilot who rang the Tower to find out where
we should park for the night. He then
found a hotel for us and drove us there and
picked us up next morning at 0730. He also
kindly lodged our flight plan. Turned out
he had just retired from being the Airport
Meteorologist so he knew the ropes.
We were soon landing back at La
Tontouta to clear Customs and were
directed to taxi to precisely the same
position as yesterday, Papa 65. On
departure the Tower was very cooperative
allowing us to orbit twice over the Airport
to gain height to 6,500 to clear the cloud
covered mountains just a few miles to the
north of the Airport.
It was a short 293 nm to Port Vila where
the cyclone damage was visible everywhere.
Our Handler ‘waved’ us into our parking
position and arranged refuelling and
then walked us around to the Customs,
Immigration and Quarantine officers.
He gave us a tour of Port Vila where the
Chinese are building a huge Embassy
overlooking a very modest Australian
Embassy.
23 July. Port Vila to Santo. Our
Handler picked us up for our short 146nm
internal flight north to Santo. There were
approximately 500,000 American Troops
stationed here during World War II. The
12

One of Norfolk Islands two wharves. Everything
comes onto the island via these wharves.

On the apron at Norfolk Island getting
ready for departure.

On screen over water - one third of the way
between Norfolk Island and New Caledonia.

On short finals into Noumea International.

Flying over Noumea from the Domestic Airport
to the International Airport.
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Chinese are enlarging the main wharf and
have brought in 120 of their own men to
do the work. They will live in relocatable
buildings they brought with them. We
hired a Taxi to drive past abandoned WWII
airfields for a swim at the famous Blue
Hole spring which had the bluest water we
had ever seen.
24 July. Santo to Honiara. After lodging
our flight plan and carefully checking the
Grid Forecast maps, we departed on our
longest non-stop leg of 560 nm. As there
was no fuel available en-route to Honiara
we carried 40 litres of fuel on board in case
we needed to land at the grass airfield of
Kirakira to self-refuel. The actual tailwinds
were slightly better than forecast and we
were able to fly this long leg non-stop.
Hoiniara Airfield was originally built
by the Japanese who only used it for a
few months until it was taken over by the
Americans. It was surprisingly difficult to
find the small International Terminal set
well back from the runway. We decided to
save the NZ$400 handling fee by visiting
Customs, etc. ourselves. This was just as
well as we paid the highest price for fuel
here at A$4.65 per litre! because they no
longer have bulk avgas, just Avgas in 40
gallon drums.
25 July. Honiara – Gizo - Alotau (PNG).
We visited the Tower to lodge a flight plan
and obtain weather. Even though it is an
International Airport with daily jet traffic
it only operates as a Unicom. We flew at
2,500 feet to Gizo over stunning reefs and
islands. Gizo Airfield is like landing on an
aircraft carrier as it is located on two tiny
islands that have been ‘knocked down’ and
joined together.
We clearly did not want any landing
mishaps in such a remote location. A ferry
meets each aircraft to take passengers a
few km away to Gizo township. The island
appeared uninhabited. We self-refuelled
with 60 litres as there were no other
refuelling options available. After lunch and
a cuppa under a coconut tree we departed
for the 2 hr 14 min flight to PNG.
After about eight or so emails over
the previous weeks we had been given
permission to clear Customs at Alotau.
To our consternation, Customs were not
waiting at the small terminal even though
we had arrived at the agreed time on a
Saturday afternoon. The lone security guard
was unable to assist. We rang the Alotau
Customs phone number without success
and waited for nearly 90 minutes. We then
arranged for a shuttle bus to drive us to our
hotel.
26 July. Alotau – Port Moresby. Back
www.kiwiflyer.co.nz
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at the terminal we were expecting to see
Customs but again they were absent. We
were also very surprised to be told avgas
was no longer available at Alotau. This was
a serious unforeseen problem. We carefully
checked fuel on board, weather forecast
and calculated landing fuel at Port Moresby
International. We estimated we would land
with 14 gallons which is the least fuel I have
landed with in flying my Cirrus for seven
years. At our cruise flow of 8.5 gph this
would give us 1 hr 35 min of fuel reserve
on landing. We landed after 1 hr 34 minutes
flying with 14.6 gallons remaining. The plan
was to refuel at Port Moresby International
and depart immediately for Horn Island.
After waiting in the hot sun parked near
to an A330 and B737 for over an hour for
fuel, we were advised the avgas fuel truck
had broken down and could not be repaired
until Monday (the next day).
A Customs Officer then noticed us
waiting around for a long time on the apron
and asked where we had come from and
where we were going. So we answered all
his questions honestly but could quickly
see we were in trouble. Shortly after we
being interviewed by Senior Customs
Officer who accused us of entering PNG
illegally in Alotau without being cleared by
Customs. We produced all our emails but
we were told we should have stayed the
night in our Cirrus or in the terminal. After
much discussion the fine was reduced from
$5000 to $500 as my defence was “why
should we be in trouble because Customs
in Alotau failed to their job properly and
attend at the agreed time.” Five hours later
we were permitted to leave the terminal for
our hotel. With the benefit of hindsight, we
should have departed Alotau the day before
(but we were expecting to refuel the next
morning for Port Moresby).
27 July. Port Moresby to Cairns
to Townsville. We returned to the

Our Handler at Vila.

On short finals for Gizo Airfield.

First view of Great Barrier Reef.

The famous Blue Hole on Espiritu Santo Island
named by the Spanish in 1606.

Gizo Airfield Passenger Terminal.

Short finals for Cairns.

In a cross-wind for landing at
Honiara International Airport.

The Cirrus spent 24 hours on the apron at Port
Moresby International Terminal waiting for fuel.

Our baggage laid out in two lines at Cairns
International Airport ready for the sniffer dogs.

Must remember that.
A sign at our Hotel in Alotau.

At last Australia was on our map display
showing tracking Port Moresby to Cairns.

We are the top line on Cairns International
Arrivals information.

International Terminal to find a Customs
person waiting to discuss the Alotau event
again. We declined, saying it was fully
investigated and we had paid a $A500
fine. Fortunately, the avgas pump was now
miraculously working, so we filled up and
were pleased to depart for Australia.
Customs did not inspect our aircraft at
any time in Port Moresby.
We telephoned Customs on Horn Island
to advise we were now going direct to
Cairns. Then telephoned Cairns Customs
to advise we would arrive in approximately
3 hrs 40 mins which caused them some
concern. Once again we had to ‘report’ in
at all IFR way points and provide an ETA
for next waypoint.
It was wonderful to first fly over the
outer Great Barrier Reef and then soon
after to sight Australia over the horizon.
It was also great to hear Australian voices
in our headsets. On landing we were
directed to Bay 1 at the International
Terminal. Within minutes our Cirrus was
surrounded by six Customs, Immigration
and Quarantine people. We were politely
asked to remove every single item from
the aircraft and place them in two rows on
the tarmac. When I looked at all the safety
equipment, safety gear, tools, spare tubes
etc., I wondered how we had fitted it all in.
A drugs sniffer dog and explosive sniffer
dog checked our possessions and then they
were lifted into the Cirrus baggage bay and
then the cabin.
A suspicious reaction from the dog
required part of the floor in the baggage
bay to be opened up and my suitcase was
taken to be x-rayed inside the terminal
where every item was removed and
checked. We were fine with all of this as
there has been recent drug, explosives,
and artefact smuggling out of PNG. After
two hours we were permitted to depart for
Townsville.

28 July. Townsville – Bundaberg –
Archerfield, to Brisbane.
We had a very relaxed 5 hr 30 min flight
after departing Townsville for a refuelling
stop in Bundaberg. It was the first time for
nine days we did not need life jackets - it
was great to see dry land under us. We
encountered the first head winds of the
nine-day flight, but we were very happy to
have them in Australia.
Another time

Would I do this flight again? Yes,
I would. I can recommend the trip as
something different; as the distance
between the islands are within the reach of
most GA Aircraft. The only visa needed
was for PNG for which our passports had
to be sent to Wellington or Canberra.
I was very pleased how well the aircraft
performed. Everything worked perfectly
for nine consecutive days of flying. By the
way, my Cirrus is running an Electo-Air
Electronic Ignition installed in the left
hand magneto position (purchased from
Matt Bailey of Performance Aviation
in Wanaka and installed by Northland
Aviation in Whangarei). It has given me
easier starting, smoother running, 0.5 gph
less fuel consumption and a more reliable
and almost maintenance free magneto.
There are many STCs available to allow this
electronic Ignition to be fitted to most GA
aircraft.
It’s fair to say the aircraft’s Parachute
System gave us peace of mind for the long
over-water leg in case we had an engine
failure, but as usual my seven year old
Cirrus performed perfectly in all respects
and was very comfortable to sit in for up to
five hours at a time.
Once again, aviation has allowed us to
experience some new horizons, created
great memories, and a fun tale to tell.
			Lance Weller

Owner & Chief Engineer: David Ives

at Your Place
Contact David: 027 222 0872
avionicscanterbury@clear.net.nz
www.avionicscanterbury.co.nz
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Fully mobile avionics service catering for customers throughout Canterbury and the South Island.
Biennial Avionics Inspections. Installation certification and service of installed avionics equipment.
Full aircraft wiring installations for all light GA, homebuilt, experimental and microlight aircraft.
Fault diagnosis and rectification. ELT Battery changes for both Artex and Kannad brand ELTs.
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Canterbury’s first and only CAA Part 145
approved helicopter maintenance facility
We also offer the following local modifications:
l Snow Shoes for R44 & MD500
l EC120 Lead Acid Battery Installation
l R22/R44 Pitch Links Repair
l MD500 Collective Lock
l MD500 Hockey Stick Repair

- Australia (CASA)
- ME 1 (New Zealand)
- U.K. and Europe (EASA) - AME (Canada)
- United States (FAA)
- Fiji
Dr Anton Wiles & Dr Jon Nelson

Your Experienced
Aviation Medical Services Team

David Ives & Hamish Harman

R22 / R44 2200 hour Rebuild Kits, 12 year inspections and helicopter
refurbishment. Let us provide a quote for your kit and / or rebuild.
Heli Maintenance Ltd, Harewood Aviation Park, 4/25 Aviation Drive, PO Box 39144, Christchurch 8051
03 359 1001 or 027 528 5121 info@helimaintenance.com www.helimaintenance.com

KiwiFlyer invites readers to send in contributions that will be of general interest to the NZ aviation community. Call us to discuss.
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contributed by Bill Beard

AirVenture Oshkosh 2016

Aircraft Liability Insurance Explained

Gaye Pardy Travel Tour departs 23rd July
THIS year’s Gaye Pardy Travel organised
tour to the world’s biggest airshow will
be Gaye’s 30th. That’s an impressive CV
of experience on offer to travellers who
choose this option, and given the scale of
‘Oshkosh’, there are obvious benefits to
be enjoyed by making the trip as part of
an organised group. Aside from having all
the necessary logistics taken care of, there
are several pre and post-Oshkosh events
and visits to take in, not to mention the
advantage of being surrounded by likeminded aviation enthusiasts the whole time
you’re away.
Last year some 800,000 people attended
EAA AirVenture Oshkosh during the
week, with 14,000 aircraft parked up for the
event. Some of John McCaw’s images are at
right. Go back to KiwiFlyer Issue 42 for a
feature article on what happens there.
Someone who attended last year’s event
as part of the Gaye Pardy tour was Andrew
Bartrum. Andrew says he had heard the
event was huge and he didn’t therefore
fancy trying to figure it out on his own.

KiwiFlyer

Avsure Insurance Feature

IT IS IMPORTANT for every aircraft owner and pilot to have
a basic understanding of the principles of liability and the way it
relates to their aviation insurance policy. The most common form
of aviation policies are divided into three main sections as follows.
SECTION 1: Loss of or accidental damage to the aircraft hull.
SECTION 2: Legal Liability to third party property and bodily
injury or death other than for passengers.
SECTION 3: Legal Liability to passengers when entering, on
board or alighting from the aircraft.
In general terms however all incidents resulting in death or
injury to persons in New Zealand are covered under the ACC
Legislation and as such there is no provision in NZ for anyone
including aircraft passengers to issue proceedings in New Zealand
courts seeking compensation for death or personal injury. The
Law however does not prevent claims for mental shock, distress or
trauma so you still need passenger liability cover.
The main liability risk for New Zealand aircraft owners therefore
are claims for accidental damage to third party property and the
associated legal fees.
The main events likely to result in a third party property claim
are as follows.
• Taxiing into another aircraft (biggest risk in the vicinity of fuel
pumps or in tight manoeuvring areas).
• Damage to other peoples property as a result of a forced landing.
• Loss of direction on take-off or landing and running into other
aircraft, fences, hangars or whatever. There was a close call at
Ardmore some time back when a landing aircraft lost directional
control and crossed the adjacent taxiway at high speed just

“Getting advice before we even left from
someone who had been there and done that
multiple times before was invaluable,” says
Andrew. “The help Gaye gave me on show
information and in particular ticket and
viewing information was brilliant. The tour
itself was fantastic, with a very sociable, fun
group of people who enjoyed each other’s
company and got along brilliantly.” Andrew
also enjoyed the additional organised trips
to museums and factories, all part of the
tour package.
Andrew says, “If you’re at all interested
in seeing a superb airshow and meeting
some fantastic people and doing it in great
company as part of a really excellent tour
group, then I whole-heartedly recommend
Gaye’s tour. It was a great relaxing fun way
to travel and I’ll be back again.”
This year’s tour departs 23rd July. All
the details are available on the Oshkosh
page at www.gayepardy.co.nz or contact
Gaye on 07 574 1950, or 027 493 9073, or
email: travel@gayepardy.co.nz for more
information and a full itinerary.

missing a highly valued brand new aircraft backtracking on the
taxiway (it could have been a corporate jet!).
• Simple ground handling incidents such as pushing your aircraft
into another aircraft or worse – a helicopter.
• The worst scenario – a mid-air collision where you may be found
at fault.
If you damage another aircraft resulting in the owner of that
aircraft having to make an insurance claim, it is the third party
insurance company which will look around to see who was
responsible for the damage and they’ll be on your case in a flash to
recover their repair costs. You need to ensure the aircraft liability
coverage or limit of liability is adequate to cover you for any
negligent acts. Half a million dollars is not nearly enough in today’s
world. The absolute minimum industry standard would be NZ$1M
but with the price of aircraft and associated equipment on today’s
market, most operators are insuring for at least $2M to $5M.
In aviation circles the amounts awarded can be quite large,
therefore it’s important to carefully consider purchasing higher
limits in order to have an adequate limit of liability to cover all
possibilities.
All policies should include the “Pilot Indemnity Clause” which
extends the policy to cover the pilot as if they were the insured.
This gives the same protection to the pilot as to the policy holder
but does not increase the liability of the insurers beyond the
declared indemnity.
To discuss this topic or any other questions relating to aviation insurance or to
seek quotations, contact Bill Beard at Avsure on 0800 322 206.

Contact us
for a free
no-obligation
quotation on
any aviation
insurance
requirements
that you have

Avsure provides the most competitive
insurance programmes available in
the Aviation Industry.
When considering your aircraft
insurance, you definitely need
the best ADVICE, EXPERIENCE
and RESOURCES.
At Avsure, WE DELIVER.

Avsure - where aviation insurance
isn’t just a sideline, it’s all we do!
A division of Boston Marks Group Limited
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AIRCRAFT
l
l
l
l

Pleasure & Business Aircraft
Charter l Aircraft Sales
Flying Schools l Clubs
Agricultural l Helicopters

AVIATION LIABILITY
l
l

Premises
Chemical

l
l

Airports l Products
Hangar keepers

PROPERTY
l

Hangars and Contents

PERSONAL
l
l

Pilot Personal Accident
Passengers l Pilots term life

P: 09 298 8206 or 0800 322 206 F: 09 298 8218
E: insure@avsure.co.nz www.avsure.co.nz

This page is sponsored by Avsure. To enquire about other sponsorship opportunities in KiwiFlyer, contact Michael on 09 279 9924.
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En-route
contributed by Nick Ashley

En-route: Glacier Country
A Grand Traverse with Air Safaris

an instructor riding along beside me. On second thought though,
there were some distinct advantages to being a passenger, as local
experience in such a complex area is extremely valuable, and it also
provides the opportunity
TEKAPO Airfield is a
to focus on photography
small strip located in the
and experience a new
east of the Mackenzie
aircraft type. The aircraft
Basin, an alpine plateau
in question was a GA8
in the heart of the South
Airvan, powered by a fuelIsland. The first time I
injected Lycoming IO-540
thought about flying in as
engine more commonly
part of my search for new
found in Cessna 182s
destinations, my instructor
and Robinson R44s.
had some advice to make
In this Airvan though,
me think twice; “If you
the IO-540 puts out
do get permission to use
300hp driving a single 3
the airstrip you’ll need a
bladed propeller, which
dual check flight first. The
is sufficient to haul pilot
runway and surrounding
and seven passengers up
terrain has a bit of a
to lofty alpine heights.
slope on it so holding the
I was lucky enough to
13
right approach angle can
score the front-right
Tasman Glacier: Most of NZ’s longest glacier is partly disguised by its dark moraine covering.
be tricky. Once you’ve
seat up beside pilot Tom
landed, the runway isn’t that wide and there are rocks either side
Bradley, while three other passengers occupied rear seats. I had to
just big enough to take out a propeller. The apron is quite small and
resist the temptation to touch any controls, although the setup was
you can’t block the commercial operations so you will only really be
optimised for a single pilot with some gauges on my side blanked
able to refuel and head off again.” With this in mind, I went back to
out and switches shifted to the left side. A warm still day with only a
flipping through the AIP to find a more accessible airfield.
scattering of high-level cloud make for perfect sight-seeing weather.
However, several months later I was on holiday near Lake
The benefit of a dedicated airfield was evident in the taxi time
Tekapo, and had the opportunity to go for a ‘Grand Traverse’ flight
which was best measured in seconds, just a short back-track to
with Air Safaris, the local scenic flight company and owner of the
the start of the runway 11. Once airborne, the desolate swathe of
Tekapo airfield. Despite the amazing scenery in the area, the idea of
the Mackenzie Basin opened up beneath us, and what seemed like
riding along as a passenger initially wasn’t very appealing. Like most
a haphazard arrangement of dry tussocks and grasses at ground
pilots I would much prefer to be in command, even if it meant
level formed into flowing patterns only noticeable from above. I
Nick Ashley continues his new series focused on flying the scenic route - ‘for
the fun of it’ as much as for just ‘getting there’, this time it’s a scenic flight
from Tekapo.

Corrosion Control NZ Limited
is the exclusive authorised
importer and distributor for
CorrosionX in New Zealand and Australia
Displaces moisture permanently
Stops corrosion instantly
Provides long-lasting protection
Fully military specified and aviation approved
Boeing/Airbus endorsed
NZ MPI certified
In current use by RAAF and NZDF

Public Liability Insurance
Business Protection Insurance
General Insurance

Find your nearest stockist and authorised applicator on

www.corrosionx.org

or www.corrosionx.com.au
or contact Tom 09 438 8800, 021 469 972
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best possible
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had flown past this area before but never
fully appreciated the intricate terrain details.
The benefits of being a passenger were
immediately apparent as I happily snapped
away with my camera up against the
window while Tom established a climb out
to the north-west over Lakes Tekapo and
Alexandrina. I managed to spot a group of
around 30 animals (likely Thar) gathered
on the rugged foothills far below us to the
north of the Tekapo military camp.
As the Airvan powered towards 10,000
feet and the land started to slip away
beneath us, Tom had some time pause his
informative tourist commentary to chat
with me about his experiences flying in
such a challenging part of the country. I
was a bit surprised about the relative lack
of radio chatter throughout the flight,
especially in what is usually referred to
as very busy airspace. Having noticed the
same lack of traffic when I flew through
the area several months ago, I asked Tom
whether it ever really did get busy, and he
assured me that today was an exception,
“I think you’ve just got lucky, because on
a great day like today there will usually
be pilots all over the frequency. You get
helicopters, ski-planes, everything. There is
a bit of seasonal variation though; our peak
season is definitely summer, as there are
more tourists and still a lot of permanent
snow cover.” Having seen the hangars
on-site I was curious about the extent
of the fleet’s maintenance that could be
completed on-site, and Tom replied that
the maintenance was normally carried out
in Dunedin, “It’s always a contrast flying
into controlled airspace with airliners, after
operating from a private strip every day, and
it’s great to be able to have the opportunity
to experience that occasionally.” We
continued to chat off and on throughout
the flight, covering topics from search and
rescue flights to the challenges of Tekapo
airfield.
Heading into the Southern Alps the
terrain below changed, with tussocks and
gentle hills giving way to rocky peaks and
a harsh land of snow and ice. The Airvan’s
large side windows make it perfect for
sightseeing. While the large mountain
that gives the National Park its name was
a prominent feature, it was one I had
seen many times, and there were other
landmarks that I hadn’t viewed before.
I was more interested in the contorted
and jagged surfaces of the several dozen
glaciers in the area, most covered with a
chaotic surface of icefalls and feeding each

1
Canals transport water from the ‘Tekapo A’
hydroelectric power plant to Lake Pukaki.

6
Glaciers: Linda (top left) feeds Hochstetter (centre)
feeds Tasman beside Haast Glacier (right).

2
The wide, textured expanse of the Mackenzie
Basin contrasts a few emerald-green fields.

7
Aoraki/Mount Cook
Up close with New Zealand’s highest mountain.

3
A calm Lake Tekapo. The heavily-forested
Motuariki Island is on the right.

8
More Glaciers: Hooker Glacier curls around the
side of Aoraki/Mount Cook.

4
Terrain starts to become more inhospitable looking
north up the Cass River valley.

9
The expansive snow and ice fields above Fox and
Franz Josef Glaciers are riddled with crevasses.

5
A group of animals, possibly Thar,
rest on a hillside.

10
Fox Glacier: The rutted flow of ice curls down
towards the West Coast.

If you’re involved in a project that might interest KiwiFlyer readers then let us know and we’ll share it. Contact Michael on 09 279 9924.
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11
Perhaps the most well-known and accessible
glacier, Franz Josef is popular with tourists.

16
The wide Godley River abruptly transitions to Lake
Tekapo. The Macaulay River is visible at right.

12
Centennial Hut perches on a ridge beneath
Mount Jervois.

17
Glacial flour: The Cass River spills a plume of
sediment into Lake Tekapo.

En-route:

Tekapo Glacier Traverse
Flight time:

1hr

Approximate distance travelled:
Suggested charts:

110nm

C12, B4

Significant radio frequencies:

Mount Cook MBZ / Tekapo 118.6
Area FISCOM 123.5 east and south of
Mt Cook, 118.5 north of Mt Cook.

14
Last but not least. Heading out of the mountains
past Murchison Glacier.

18
About to turn onto finals for Runway 11 at
Tekapo airfield.

Traffic/airspace:

Heavy traffic possible within Mount Cook
MBZ. Danger zones D926/927/928 near
Tekapo military camp may be activated
via NOTAM. Refer AIP Vol 4 & relevant
CAA GAP area booklet, plus experienced
local operator if possible.
Terrain:

Rugged alpine terrain demands respect.
Mountain flying training and careful
planning is essential.
Weather:

Challenging weather can be present and
develop very quickly with little warning,
especially powerful air currents during
westerly winds. Careful planning essential.
Primary Aerodrome:

Tekapo (NZTL), available strictly by
approval and briefing by aerodrome
operator. Refer AIP Vol4.

Alternate Aerodrome:

Glentanner (NZGT), Mt Cook (NZMC),
& Franz Josef (NZFJ).
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15
Icebergs calving from Murchison Glacier into its
terminal lake, feeding the Murchison River.

19
A side view of the 300hp Air Safaris Airvan,
highlighting the large observation windows.

ARDMORE
HANGARAGE
Full Service Hangarage available
now at Ardmore Airport

other until dumping their meltwater into the frigid alpine lakes and
rivers. I was happy to view them from high above, noticing some
crevasses below that could swallow the Airvan whole. As we circled
to the west I got a good view of the coast, with expanses of snow
and ice abruptly giving way to a contrasting carpet of temperate
rainforest.
The Fox and Franz Josef Glaciers gradually buckled and
compressed as they were slowly drawn down the mountainsides,
forming two of only three glaciers in the world that terminate near
rainforest and close to sea level. We cruised over a large red hut
sitting amongst the snow, and I spotted a group of climbers on the
porch outside. While it would no doubt be an amazing experience
to be down there amongst the mountains, the Airvan provided us
with an arguably better view in more comfort, for much less effort!
I had a sense of the dangers inherent in flying too close to this
world of white. In the right conditions it wouldn’t be difficult to
lose depth perception over the smooth snowfields, fail to outclimb a deceptive slope, or for a ridge to suddenly loom up out of
the cluttered environment. We however, were cruising along at a
safe altitude of almost 10,000 feet, and continued in a wide arc to
the upper Tasman Glacier. While being New Zealand’s longest at
almost 30 km, and fed by around a dozen other smaller glaciers, it
appears much shorter at first glance - as only the upper half has
a typical crinkled icy crust. The lower half is disguised by a dark
moraine covering of soil and rock, with the ice only making an
appearance again where it ablates into Tasman Lake. From here, we
entered a cruise descent and we headed over towards the Godley
River and back to Lake Tekapo. Passing the Lilybank Station
airstrip, Tom mentioned the occasional supply runs and passenger
transfers that Air Safaris has made to the station, “This is usually
when the Macaulay River is too high to ford by 4WDs. You can see
the sealed airstrip is over a kilometre long and well maintained”.
Thinking about the Airvan’s suitability as a freighter with the seats
removed, I asked whether the Cessna Caravan was used instead but
Tom told me that they preferred the larger twin-engined Nomad
N24A, “It has an excellent short-takeoff-and-landing capability
and can carry a good payload, so it’s perfect for those type of
operations.”
From our lofty vantage point it was easy to see where the Godley
River was dumping fine sediment into Lake Tekapo, carried down
from upstream glaciers. An even bigger plume was visible from
the Cass River, also fed by glaciers, and it is this ‘glacial flour’ that
helps to give the lake its pastel-blue hue. Our flight was nearly at an
end, and there were a few bumps of turbulence as we descended
and approached the runway. Tom made the approach back to the
airfield look easy, despite the difficult runway, uneven terrain, and
erratic wind. As we arrived back on the apron it was hard to believe
that an hour went by so quickly - it’s only by air that so much of
New Zealand’s supreme alpine region becomes accessible to almost
anyone, and in such a short time.
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Event Report
contributed by Jill McCaw with images by Gavin Conroy and John McCaw

Warbirds Over Wanaka
You couldn’t get a better setting than Wanaka for an air show. The airfield
sits on a river terrace, surrounded by the ridges and peaks of the Southern
Alps. The fact that the terrace is several hundred feet higher than the hidden
river below makes the famed air battles spectacular as ‘flaming’ craft dive
down out of sight, presumed killed. With a runway bearing 11/29, those on
the side lines don’t have to squint into the sun to see the displays. A 1000
metre runway means that most of the aircraft on display can take off and
land there. Those that couldn’t, fly across from Queenstown in a very short
few minutes to take their turn.
This was the 15th Biennial Wanaka Airshow. It’s a big business and it’s
also well practised, polished and runs like a well-oiled machine – mostly.
The undercarriage collapse of one of the Harvards on the Monday held up
many flights that day until the aircraft was lifted clear of the runway. It was
fortunate that it hadn’t happened on one of the show days.
Roughly 20,000 people attended the three-day show and they came from
everywhere. In order to give a feeling for what it is like to attend this aviation
extravaganza, Jill McCaw took out her notebook and chatted up random
strangers, while John McCaw and Gavin Conroy (where noted) took the
photos. Jill writes:

David and Raylene Harris are from Chinchilla in Queensland,
Australia and they extended their holiday to see the airshow. It
was Raylene’s first big airshow but David has been to several in
Australia. He thinks Wanaka is better than similar shows in Australia

New Zealand is famous for its
extreme adventure and thrill packed
experiences but this one tops all of
them. Now you can undertake a
‘mission’ in a commercially operated
ex-military fighter jet – a BAC 167
Strikemaster Mk88.
Climb on board with our top pilot and
become a Top Gun at speeds of up
to 500kph – yes 500kph - and see
what it’s like to be a combat pilot.
This is not only an iconic piece of
New Zealand military history, it’s also
a once in a life-time ride. You’ll depart
on your flight from Ardmore and then
live the dream on your choice of two
missions, the 20 minute Hot Shot
Mission which includes plenty of
turning and burning for $2499 or the
amazing 30 minute Strike Mission
for $2999 that has everything in
the Hot Shot mission plus some
unbelievable low level valley flying.

as you can get up close and personal to the parked aircraft and the
aerial displays are nice and close. David, who said he was an aviation
enthusiast, loved the “cowboy pilots” and they both enjoyed every
minute of it. They’ll come back again.
Aviation novices Barry and Corinne Ord from Greymouth were
attending the show for the first time while on holiday and working
their way home. “This show is world class,” Barry said. They were
loving it. Timaru man John Barron was there for the first time too
and reckoned he’d come back in future.
At the other extreme are Gay and Tom Williams. You couldn’t
get a couple, or family, more involved in aviation. Gay and Tom
own Wairarapa Helicopters and Tom is the director of the Wings
Over Wairarapa air show. Gay says that the air show is a delightful
occasion to share “with people who think like us.” It can’t hurt to
gain ideas to take up to their show in the Wairarapa too.
A lot of people have connections to the show in one way or
another. Wanaka local, Ed King’s wife worked in the office, back
when Tim Wallace was organising the first Wanaka Airshow. He’s
been to every show and thinks they’ve all been impressive. His only
complaint is the traffic getting to and from the show from town. He
had lots of ideas of how things should be improved.
John and Wendy Hawkey from New Plymouth had a connection
too. John knows the people who resurfaced the Catalina. Wendy
spoke of sitting in their front yard at home, watching the Catalina
and Yaks practising for the show and knowing that they had to
come down for the weekend to see the ‘real thing’. “It is such a
special space here,” she said.
The airshow is of interest to both young and old. Sue
Thompson from Dunedin had brought along her grandsons. Ten
year old Taylor thought the show as awesome. He liked the things
that went bang and the planes and the flights, although he wasn’t
sure if he wanted to be a pilot. He liked the mini motor bikes his
grandmother shouted them a ride on. Sue liked the bikes too, she
got to watch the air display action while the boys were occupied.
George Barnes was down from Auckland, staying with his
daughter and her family who are all aircraft mad. He and his
daughter Jill were very impressed with the help and service
provided when they’d approached the show organisers regarding
mobility issues. Parking in the disabled area was arranged, along

NEW ZEALAND WARBIRDS
Join New Zealand’s most colourful aviation fraternity
Membership includes free access to the Visitor Centre
and weekly email ‘Ops Orders’ newsletter.

Live your dream. Contact us now.

OR CALL HEATHER ON 021 061 4655
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Gavin Conroy

Easter Weekend 2016

Sean Perrett flying Brendon Deere’s Spitfire near Wanaka on the practice day. Sean has been the regular pilot of this Spitfire for several years.
Being a former ‘Red Arrow’ means that formation flying comes naturally.

LIVE YOUR DREAM
FLY IN A WARBIRD
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IN A WWII FIGHTER
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Come and see the NZ Warbirds Society Visitor Centre at Ardmore. Details on www.nzwarbirds.org.nz
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Warbirds Over Wanaka 2016
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1. Sean Perrett (Spitfire) on the tail of John Romain flying the Buchon. These dogfights were great to watch. 2. A pair of P-40 Kittyhawks with the Goodyear
FG-1D Corsair and Grumman Avenger. 3. Grumman Avenger. 4. Yak-3. 5. FG-1D Corsair. 6. P-40 Kittyhawk. 7. P-51D Mustang. 8. PBY-5A Catalina
was a star of the show. 9&12. The Red Star Yak-52 Display Team always display well. 10. Imported from the UK especially for Warbirds Over Wanaka
was this Hispano HA112 Buchon. It is essentially an Me-109 with a Merlin engine in it. 11. The Reid family’s Avro Anson ‘shot down’ by enemy fire.

10

Gavin Conroy

6

WOW ! The all new

RNZAF C-130 Hercules executes a spectacular ‘Angel’ flare drop.

Protecting Aviators, Mariners
and Soldiers Since 1920.

The complete range of Switlik products
is available from Aviation Safety
Supplies Limited, including

10 year service Lifejackets
UZIP Suits as used by NZ Defence

www.aviationsafety.co.nz
Phone 07 543 0075
Email: sales@aviationsafety.co.nz
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with the use of a mobility scooter for
the day. George was delighted to be
transported, from the car park to the main
office, in a war era jeep, the same as the
one he used to own. George isn’t big into
aircraft but he’s still been to a few Wanaka
shows and reckons it was a good day out.
There are people there who have
nothing to do with aircraft. Rose Percy sells
handbags, predominantly from stalls at craft
shows. She started selling at Warbirds years
ago because her husband helps her out
at shows, “And if the show is something
he wants to be at, then he’s happier about
helping out. But,” she says, “I’ve found
I’ve come to love it. If I hear something
exciting happening, most people will be
outside watching anyway, so I run out and
watch. I just can’t help myself. Ray relieves
me every now and then so I go out and
smell the aviation fuel.” Rose also likes the
commentary team and says Jim Hickey and
the rest are really good. “They’re funny and
they give good information, so those of us
that don’t know anything can understand.”
The ArmourGuard Security lady keeping
the hoi polloi out of the Gold Stand, was
from Palmerston North. She said most
of the security staff were local but quite a
group of them had been brought in from
around the country. She was really enjoying
a job that was completely different to what
she normally did.
The young men and women of 50
Squadron, Air Training Corp were on
site as volunteer helpers. They helped
out taxiing people around the site in golf
buggies, cleaning things and marshalling
- and said everything was great. They got
in for free, got to get closer to the aircraft
than the general public and were in line for
flights on the Monday if there were any
free seats. Alex Lake from Dunedin had
already had a flight in the DC3. Wanaka
girl, Jody Chisholm said it was completely
different coming to the show as part of
ATC compared to coming as part of the
public. They were all proud to be seen
doing their thing in their uniforms.
Of course there are the pilots. RNZAF
Squadron Leader Anthony Budd and Flight
Lieutenant Stuart Anderson were flying
the T-6C Texan II. The T-6Cs, bought to
replace the CT-4E Air trainer have been
in service now for about 18 months and
Budd and Anderson have both been flying
them since they arrived. In spite of the
polished display the team gave, they have
only had a few workup flights to practice as
they worked it around their primary jobs.
They were at Wanaka unsupported and had
www.kiwiflyer.co.nz
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RAAF Hawks displayed in a four ship formation before one conducted a solo display
whilst the other three worked display sequences around the solo.

www.blackboxng.com

Call 0800 777 202

RNZAF NH90 dust storm during a winching
demonstration.

The RNZAF’s new trainer, the T06C Texan II.

Wing Commander Scott McKenzie flew
a great NH90 display.

BAC 167 Strikemaster. Loud.

RNZAF A109 light utility helicopter
in vigorous demonstration mode.

The USAF C-17 Globemaster actually turned day
into night briefly as it passed under the sun.

Gavin Conroy

RAAF Hawk inverted during a solo display.

Gavin Conroy

to do all servicing, ground movement and
everything involved in the static display
themselves, including talking to the public,
showing them through the aircraft, and
talking to the media.
Flight Lieutenant Mike Adair has been
flying the A109 since 2011. He said, “We
began ‘working up’ the display three
weeks out. Preparation required ground
instruction with Central Flying School,
Handling Demonstration pilot qualification
and six practice sorties.” Warbirds Over
Wanaka was the first airshow he attended as
part of the RNZAF back in 2007. “I love
it as it is a chance to get away and show
the aircraft to the South Island population,
as most of the other airshows are North
Island based. It is also the last chance I
will have to display the A109 before I head
off to the Flying Instructor Course and I
really wanted to show NZ that this aircraft
is amazing and is a quiet battler, capable of
much more than people think.”
Flight Sergeant Hutch Hutchinson is
Maintenance Supervisor for the A109,
one of five maintenance personnel
selected to attend, although he says,
“A minimal amount of equipment was
required to support the A109 due to its

USAF C-17 Globemaster comes in for a dirty pass.

Est. 2003

www.liviuavionics.com

For All Fixed Wing or Rotary
Avionics and Instruments Requirements
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 View Daily Flight Records in PDF
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 Reporting – Pilot Flight & Duty,
Productivity, Flight Time, CAA Statistics
 Risk Management
 Minimises Data Entry Errors
 Export Invoices to
Xero/MYOB
 All Company,
Flying, Industry
information carried
in one place
 Easy to use
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l a/c 24 month inspections
l New installations: Mode S, ADSB, a.o.

Call Liviu: (09) 296 2354 or (09) 268 1199 or 021 048 7055
e: liviu.filimon@liviuavionics.com

For all your engine overhauls
Lycoming, Continental, Gipsy...
And now Rotax!
Part 145 approved
Call Bill O’Neill or Graeme Daniell
03 489 6870 or 027 307 5850
Taieri Airport, Mosgiel.
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Tanker to Aircraft
Refuelling at Ardmore
Avgas and Jet A1
Call George Hoskins
Phone 021 369 600
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Gavin Conroy

Simplify your
Daily Flight Recording

l Repair, Calibration, Tests, new units

Brett Emeny top and Paul “Huggy” Hughan in a
perfect Vampire jet formation.

Ardmore Sky Station
Ph/Fax: (09) 297 7188
Email: skystation@xtra.co.nz
The enemy prepare for a ground attack from the allied soldiers as well as a WWII Warbirds aerial bombardment.
www.kiwiflyer.co.nz
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Autogyros
contributed by Tony Unwin

The “Air Bandits”, Jurgis Kairys and Rob Fry pass
each other at low level.

Bolkow 105, followed by Westland Scout AH1
and a Helicopter Line AS350 Squirrel.

Gavin Conroy

Jurgis Kairys races, ‘neck and neck’ with the
Holden V8 Supercar.

Three DH82 Tiger Moths flew gracefully
in formation.

Jurgis Kairys again, this time underneath the
Ardmore based DC-3.

maintenance requirements being relatively
low post-flying.” He’s attended the Wanaka
Airshow four times, previously with the
mighty Huey and Sioux helos. He says,
“Wanaka is special, the people we meet
are very receptive towards us and are great
supporters of the Air Force. Getting the
Air Force brand out there is a great way of
getting the younger generations interested
in what we do and the equipment we have.”
As well as pilots and the aircraft support
crew the Air Force team included A/Sgt
Sam Shepherd, Photography Manager,
Defence Public Affairs. He was the media
liaison during the show but usually leads a
team of eight military photographers who
are based throughout New Zealand. The
photographers get out with the Navy, Army
and Air Force on exercises and operations,
documenting these activities both here in
New Zealand and around the world.
I asked the Air Force crew what makes
the Wanaka show special to them? It was
Sq Ldr Anthony Budd’s first time at the
Wanaka show. He said, “We, as Military
do not often get to meet and greet the
public so it is a fantastic opportunity. It is
awesome being surrounded by like-minded
people who enjoy aircraft.”
That really is what Warbirds Over
Wanaka is all about. It is wonderful aircraft,
on display, by and for the people who love
them.
			 Jill McCaw

Rob Barrius-Brock’s beautiful PA-18 Piper Cub
float plane on Lake Wanaka.

KiwiFlyer readers will be familiar with 2
and 3-bladed propellers, or perhaps 4, but
I believe that the new 6-bladed Excalibur
from E-props is indeed revolutionary.
This is a well-established company, who
currently manufacture over 7,500 carbon
fibre blades each year in Southern France.
They too are excited about the launch of
this new propeller design which they say
is extremely efficient and has surpassed all
their expectations. Each blade on the new
propeller has a very narrow chord - think
of the efficiency of a scaled down glider
wing. Their use of six blades significantly
reduces both vibration and noise and offers
a claimed performance increase of between
12 and 15% when pushing a modern

The two-place tandem seated ‘Kallithea’ autogyro
from Niki Rotors will soon be available in NZ.

A 6-bladed Excalibur prop from Helices E-props.

gyroplane. Gyrate is the New Zealand and
Australian agent for E-props and we’re
looking forward to testing them in order
to provide direct comparison figures soon.
The first example arrives in Tauranga
around the middle of May.
Also on order for delivery later this
year is a new Kallithea enclosed gyroplane
from Niki Rotors of Bulgaria. I flew three
different variants from the Niki stable
when I visited the factory in March this
year. One of the flights can be seen on the
Gyrate NZ Facebook page. From tip to
tail the Kallithea is a carbon fibre structure
with an empty body weight of only 27
kgs! Structural strength is tested to be in
line with the strict European standards,
flight characteristics are excellent, and I
found the aircraft to be very stable, yet
nimble. Roll and rudder control match
our current training aircraft and the strong
undercarriage provides easy manoeuvring
with an excellent turning radius. A highlight
was the comfort level, with large doors
allowing both easy access and protection
from a chilly breeze. The aircraft can also
be flown without doors if desired for
observation duties or to enjoy a balmy
evening flight along the beach. We’ll be
fitting one of the new 6-bladed Excalibur
propellers to the Kallithea Rotax 912
ULS and look forward to being able to
demonstrate the aircraft very soon.

Free of Charge Instruction

NZ’s Only Authorised Agent for Pioneer Microlight Aircraft

Solo Hire Available

Contact Logan for all New and Used Aircraft Sales
and Servicing Requirements
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Tony Unwin at Gyrate in Tauranga has been
importing and distributing various types of
modern ‘Euro style’ autogyros for the best part
of a decade now. By offering full-time training
services and never missing an opportunity to
promote the craft around the country, he deserves
a good dose of credit for helping bring the sport
into mainstream aviation (well it nearly is) in
New Zealand. News from Gyrate is that they
are now the NZ distributors for aircraft from
Niki Rotors, manufactured in Bulgaria. The
first of type is soon to arrive here. Also newly
represented in NZ by Gyrate are Helices E-props
from France. Tony is excited to represent these
brands in New Zealand and explains thus:

Brand New MTO Sport Gyro

Alpi Aviation NZ Ltd

P: 027 490 1553

New gyros and props on the way

No it’s not a misprint

All instruction including PPL Level Theory
is Free of Charge. Pay only our low rate for
aircraft hire. Fixed-wing training available.
Dargaville Aero Club. Ph. 09 439 8024 or
0274 784 308. dargavilleac@callplus.net.nz
www.dargavilleac.weebly.com

Alpi Aviation NZ Ltd. Rangiora
E: jenandlogan@xtra.co.nz www.alpiaviation.co.nz
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Aerobatics
contributed by Grant Benns

Spinning Out
IN some aviation circles, the mention of
spinning may bring on a cold sweat, dry
mouth and trembling hands. Thoughts (or
memories?) of an aircraft tumbling out of
control towards the ground are conjured
up. Hollywood has done a great job of
perpetuating this image, complete with the
increasingly loud whine of a piston engine
howling towards self-destruction - despite
the said aircraft often being a jet.
In the circles of highly practiced, steelyeyed competition aerobatic pilots (!), the
spin is yet another symbol on the sequence
card in which to demonstrate mastery of
that untamed beast - the heavier-thanair flying machine. It is in fact a very
predictable manoeuvre and one that can
often score highly - as well as providing
judges with a few conundrums on their
interpretation of the judging criteria.
Predictable Spins

But to set the record straight on the
above ‘predictable’ statement - not all
aircraft are created equal when it comes
to spinning. Certification rules require a
Normal Category single-engine aircraft
to be able to be recovered from a oneturn spin in one additional turn following
initiation of the first control action for
recovery, unless they can be proven to be
‘spin-resistant’. Another sub-category for
those that can do neither requires further
mitigation… a parachute!
However just because the Normal
Category aircraft has been tested to this
standard doesn’t mean it can now be
intentionally spun - far from it! Unless
it has been specifically approved for
intentional spinning, in the flight manual,
DON’T. And most certainly don’t try it
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unless you are competent and trained, or
receiving training from somebody who
is competent and trained. People still die
entering spins (normally unintentionally,
but sometimes intentionally) in aircraft.
The rules for Aerobatic Category aircraft
basically require a bigger rudder - after a
six-turn spin the aircraft must be recovered
after one-and-a-half turns. A six-turn
spin (assuming the aircraft can be held in
the spin that long (many can’t) generates
significant spin inertia and possibly airflow
issues, hence the large and powerful
rudder. For both categories, there are rules
about differing configurations, weights,
physiological effects on the pilot, etc.
And it must be remembered that typecertified aircraft in both categories go
through an extensive flight-testing regime
to prove their abilities in spin recovery.
The same cannot be said for experimental
or special category aircraft, or for that
matter any aircraft that has undergone
extensive repairs or modifications - will
they still spin ‘to spec’? Add into the mix
differing weights and the location of the
centre-of-gravity for a given aircraft, each
time you fly, and you can imagine that the
word ‘predictable’ can become somewhat
stretched. The aircraft flight manual is the
best source document to discover the spin
capabilities of an aircraft, including the
recommended spin recovery action. This
can subtly vary across aircraft types, and
will have been learnt the hard way by a
factory test pilot.
In display or competition flying, the
predictability of the spin entry and exist
is a ‘must’. It must look good to impress
the ice-cream lickers and/or judges.
Predictability comes from understanding

KiwiFlyer Magazine Issue 45

the basics, practice, knowing your plane, practice, and more
practice!
The Basics

Doug Brooker performing inverted flat spins for fun
at the recent Tauranga Airshow.

Standard spin entry and exit.

What happens with airflow, lift and drag.

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

From an aerodynamic point-of-view, an established and stable
spin is a thing of beauty (IMHO!). All the various aerodynamic
forces are balanced and the aircraft seemingly spirals downward,
like a sycamore seed pod.
Getting the aircraft into such a state, and keeping it there, is
a combination of design elements of the aircraft (out of your
control) and placement of control (most definitely in your control).
Removing the aircraft from the spin is the correctly ordered input
of control deflections.
When considering a basic, garden, upright spin, the entry is
commenced well before pulling back the throttle - are you high
enough? If not, keep the throttle all the way in and keep climbing.
Height is your friend, as even just a one-turn spin can lose you 1000
feet or more. Now with sufficient height, the entry can be made
by closing the throttle and maintaining straight and level flight as
the aircraft decelerates towards its 1g stall speed. Remember how
drag increases significantly as you approach the stall? The last few
seconds will require significant elevator deflection to maintain level
flight. Now comes the difference between a normal stall recovery
and the spin entry… rudder. By quickly but smoothly applying
full rudder at the point of stall entry, a large yaw is induced which
simultaneously slows one wing and speeds up the other. The
localised airspeed and angle of attack of each section of each wing
changes dramatically - one wing has now suffered a significant
decrease in lift whilst the other one has had a sudden increase.
A ‘roll couple’ is produced and the aircraft rolls in the direction
of the rudder input. By continuing to hold back on the stick, the
speed is kept low and the angle of attack is kept high, sufficient for
one and normally both wings to be kept beyond their critical/stall
angle. In this high-drag situation, the airspeed does not increase and
thus the relative angle-of-attack of each wing stays the same. The
rudder is held in the full direction of the spin in order to counteract
the natural force of the longitudinal stability of the aircraft to
return the aircraft to straight flight. The higher drag of the slower
wing (with the higher angle-of-attack) also produces a drag couple,
which assists the rudder input in maintaining the yaw. All the forces
will now be in balance and an ‘auto-rotation’ is underway - the
aircraft will be ‘spinning’ downward at low speed.
Generally, recovery is made using the controls in the opposite
and reverse order to the entry - unwinding what you have done. Full
opposite rudder is applied to stop the yaw, and forward elevator is
then applied to reduce the angle of attack and get the wings ‘flying’
again. Of-course, we don’t want to keep descending, so power can
now be added to regain straight-and-level flight at a reasonable
airspeed.
That’s the basic theory - there is much, much more than that if
you are really interested. A few years ago an American chap by the
name of Rich Stowell was bought to NZ, courtesy of Air NZ and
in conjunction with the RNZAC and the NZ Aerobatic Club, to
discuss spinning. At that point he had done 30,000 spins in over
100 different types, over a vertical distance of 1500nm! His talks
were very illuminating, and if you got the chance to fly with him
both his knowledge and manner were superb. He has produced a
series of books and on-line tutorials on the subject of spinning,
and if you want to explore the subject more his website is definitely
worth a look - www.richstowell.com

Would you like to see a profile on your business in KiwiFlyer? Call us on 09 279 9924 to discuss options.
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The dark art of impressing the judges with
your prowess of spinning involves both an
understanding of the judging criteria for a
competition spin, and presenting the aircraft
throughout the manoeuvre in a manner which
satisfies the criteria. As always, precision is the name of the game.
Taken from the NZAC rules, judging criteria includes the following:
When the aircraft stalls, the nose will fall and at the same time the wing
tip will drop in the direction of the spin. Failure to achieve this should be
considered a ‘forced entry’…
After completion of the prescribed number of turns, the aircraft must stop
rotating precisely on the pre-stated heading, then a 90 degree down, wingslevel attitude must be seen
Be alert for early stopping of the stalled autorotation followed by
‘aileroning’ to the pre-stated heading.
No account is to be taken of the pitch attitude of the aircraft during autorotation, as some aircraft spin in a nearly vertical pitch attitude while others
spin quite flat in conventional spins. Speed of rotation is also not a judging
criterion.
If the aircraft never stalls, it is apparent that it cannot spin. You will see
‘simulated’ spins where barrel rolls or flick rolls are offered as spin entries.
In both cases, the flight path will not be downward.

Numerous points can be lost in the entry and exit - the entry
must be clean, with a simultaneous departure in pitch, roll and yaw
from straight-and-level (no sinking into the spin). Likewise the exit
must be a simultaneous return to a 90 degree vertical down line,
with no visible use of ailerons to achieve the desired stoppage of
roll. Pleasing the judges and getting a good score is all about the
correct and timely use of rudder and elevator.
The big difference between a training spin and a competition
spin is achieving, albeit briefly, a vertical down line following the
completion of the spin. From an up-right spin, this requires a
‘push’ to the vertical - not a particularly pleasant sensation for
the uninitiated, but a requirement nonetheless. In aircraft without
inverted systems, a loss of both fuel-and oil-pressure will likely
occur, although this is only a momentary transient before a ‘pull’
back to level flight concludes the manoeuvre. The judges have a
very keen eye for vertical lines!
Getting tricky

To mix things up, as the competitor moves into
higher categories of competition, spins progress
through additional quarter turns from one to two
turns, e.g. a 1 1/4 turn spin, or a 1 1/2 turn spin.
Used in this manner, the spin can be positioned
in a sequence to turn the aircraft across the
aerobatic box, or to change direction 180 degrees. Practice brings
about judgement and precision in stopping the spin in the correct
direction - you will be heavily penalised for being ‘off-heading’,
including ‘zeroing’ the whole manoeuvre when you go beyond 45º
off-heading.
At Advanced and Unlimited levels of competition, spins may
be required to be commenced from the inverted attitude, creating
a whole new series of sight-pictures and sensations. Surprisingly,
many competitors prefer inverted spins to upright spins - the
recovery involves a ‘pull’ to the vertical downline (as opposed
to a ‘push’ as described above) and, with the rudder in a cleaner,
undisturbed airflow, the recovery can be more precise... once you
have figured out your orientation to the inverted scenery!
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Setting Records

On March 20th this year,
American Spencer Suderman
broke his own World Record
for inverted spins. He did a
98-turn inverted spin! Using
a Sunbird S1X (a Pitts-type
aircraft with 260+ hp), he
chronicled his 46 minute
Spin record holder Spencer Suderman
flight as such:
08:41 Takeoff from Yuma International Airport
09:15 24,000 feet
09:18:17 Roll to Inverted
09:18:22 Enter spin
09:20:47 5300feet, 82nd turn complete - Record Broken!
09:21:17 Begin recovery at 2,000 feet agl…98.5 turns complete!
09:21:24 Level flight at 1,200 feet
09:27 Land at Yuma International Airport/MCAS Yuma
By all accounts, Spencer’s first words to his crew after landing were
deemed unprintable!
When you study the numbers a bit more, you will note he took
34 minutes to climb to 24,000 feet - not bad for a stubby-winged,
normally aspirated bi-plane. He then took just over 3 minutes to
lose most of that height in the spin - almost 8000 feet per minute.
Presumably with clear sinuses!
Footnote: These articles are intended to whet appetites for advanced flying and to offer tips to
aerobatics beginners. Dual instruction and observance of CAA rules is a must-have - especially for
safety and also for learning correct techniques and finesse of manoeuvres for the particular aircraft
you are flying. For more information, enquire about aerobatics instruction at your local aero club or
go to www.aerobatics.co.nz

2016 Nationals Results

Alas, the weather didn’t quite play ball for our annual event,
held in ‘sunny’ Masterton. It did allow co-Contest Director
Terry Johnson time to produce a ‘light painting’, captured in
the remarkable image shown. A hardy 14 competitors stuck it
out until a full day of flying took place on Saturday, March 19,
under the watchful eye of our guest Chief Judge Jeremy Miller,
from the Australian Aerobatic Club. As usual, a group of muchappreciated volunteers helped with various ground duties, and
the support and hospitality of the Wairarapa and Ruahine Aero
Club was superb. Results were as follows:
Primary - Ross Brodie (Robin 2160)
Sports - Overall - Murray Rogers (CT4/B)
- Unknown - Richard Collett (Robin 2160)
Intermediate - Overall - Morris Tull (Pitts S1S)
- Unknown - Fred Zayas (Lazer 230)
Best Newcomer - Richard Collett (Robin 2160)
Highest Unknown - Richard Collett (Robin 2160)
Most Improved - Ross Brodie (Robin 2160)
Champion of Champions - Morris Tull (Pitts S1S)
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Robinson Helicopter Sales

Service

OVERHAULED & PRE-OWNED ROBINSON HELICOPTERS
RHC FACTORY OVERHAULED R44 CLIPPER II WITH AIR-CON / IN STOCK SN:10413 Viper Red with Bright
Silver Trim, Grey Leather. Equipped with Pop-Out Floats, Fuel Bladder Tanks, 4 x Bubble Windows, KY196A
VHF COM, King TXP/Encoder, NAT AA12 Audio Panel, Garmin 250 XL GPS with 2nd COM, Kannad 405 ELT,
Extra Corrosion Protection, Tie Downs, Wheels & Bubble Cover. RHC Limited Warranty.
POA
RHC FACTORY OVERHAULED R44 WITH HYDRAULICS / IN STOCK SN: 0655 All-over Viper Red, Tan
Leather. Equipped with Fuel Bladder Tanks, KY197A VHF COM, King TXP/Encoder, Garmin 250 XL GPS with
2nd COM, ELT, Tie Downs, Wheels & Bubble Cover. RHC Limited Warranty.
POA
HELIFLITE OVERHAULED R22 BETA II / EST. APRIL COMPLETION SN: 3779 White with Blue Trim, New
Leather Interior. Equipped with Fuel Bladder Tanks, King KY197A VHF COM, Transponder, UHF Radio, Ground
POA
Handing Wheels, Bubble Cover, RHC Limited Warranty. Overhauled Engine with Warranty.
2013 (OH) ROBINSON R22 BETA II S/N:3777 TR: 839 Hrs Maroon with Gold Logo, Tan Interior. Equipped with
Collective Lock, King KY197A VHF Com, TXP/Encoder, UHF Radio, Aux. Power Plug, Collective Lock, Canvas
Seat Cover, Fresh 100 Hourly & ADs complied with. Available ex Jandakot Airport, WA. Note: New MR Blades
POA
& Spindles. New Metalised Clutch Assembly. TTIS: 5515 Hrs ( approx.)

Charter

Full Ground Courses
R22 - R44 - R66
PPL and CPL
Type Ratings
Instructor Ratings
Night Ratings (unlim)

HELI CHARTER
Scenic Flights
Heli Fishing
Proposal Flights
Hotel Transfers
Commercial Ops
Photography

2013 ROBINSON R22 BETA II S/N: 4624 TT: 1175 Hrs White with Dark Blue Trim, Tan Velour. Equipped with
Fuel Bladder Tanks, Cargo Hook, UHF, Metalised Upper Sheave, King KY197A VHF Com, Gamin TXP/Encoder,
ELT 406, Fresh 100 Hourly & ADs complied with. One owner. No Damage History. Available ex Bankstown
Airport.
POA

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

LATE 2006 ROBINSON R44 RAVEN I TT: 1200 Hrs (approx) Navy Blue with White Trim. Equipped with Fuel
Bladder System, Tan Velour Seats, Canvas Seat Covers, 4 x Bubble Windows, Tinted Windshield, King KY196A
VHF COM, TX 3200 UHF, King KT76C TXP/Encoder, CD/AM/FM Radio installed, ELT, Cargo Hook, Floor Mats,
POA
New Interior Lining, Dual Controls, Rotor Brake, Based in QLD.

Training

PILOT TRAINING

2007 ROBINSON R22 BETA II S/N: 4120 TT: 1200 Hrs Black with Gold Trim, Tan Leather. Equipped with
Cabin Heater /Defogger, Millibar Altimeter, King KY197A VHF Com, New Gamin Transponder with Encoder, ELT
Kannad 406, New MR Blades TTIS 0 Hrs, New C of A, Fresh 100 Hourly & Ads complied with Tie Downs, Bubble
POA
Cover & Ground Handling Wheels. Privately Operated, No Damage History. Available ex Bankstown.

Terry Johnson

Competition Spinning

Sales:

Brett Sanders 021 748 984
brett@heliflitepacific.com

2006 ROBINSON R44 RAVEN I S/N: 1565 TT: 1398 Hrs Volcano Red Prl Metallic with Taupe Frost Met Trim
Tan Leather Interior. Equipped with 4 x Bubble Windows, King KY197A VHF COM, Garmin 250XL GPS/COM,
NAT AA12 Audio Panel, TXP/Encoder, Millibar Altimeter, Rotor Brake, Cabin Heater & Defogger, Bubble Cover,
Tie Downs, Wheels. One private owner. Maintained by Heliflite. Recent 100 Hr service (Dec 2015). Available ex
Bankstown.
POA

Service: Zack Erdos
021 748 608
zack@heliflitepacific.com

2005 ROBINSON R44 CLIPPER II SN:10952 TT: 500 Hrs (approx) Jet Black Metallic, Tan Leather Interior.
Equipped with Pop-Out Floats, 4 x Bubble Windows, Tinted Windshield, King KY196A VHF COM, AH, DG, TC,
King KT76C TXP, Garmin 430 GPS/COM/VOR, Millibar Altimeter, RHC Oil Filter Kit, Rotor Brake, Fuel Bladder
POA
Tanks, NAT AA12 Audio Controller. VIC Based.

Training: Alex Justice
09 299 9103
alex@heliflitepacific.com

Parts:

Sarah Smith
09 299 9442
sarah@heliflitepacific.com

Charter: Alex Justice
09 299 9103
alex@heliflitepacific.com

www.heliflite.co.nz

Number One for Robinson Helicopter Sales & Service
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Event Report
contributed by Jill and John McCaw

Flying NZ National Championships
During 23-28 February, a large fleet of aircraft
and enthusiastic pilots from around the country
descended on the Mid-Canterbury Aero Club field
in Ashburton. They were there to compete for
National honours, share and showcase their skills
and enjoy time with like-minded individuals. As
well as the national trophies, the annual tussle
for the Trans-Tasman Wings Trophy was fought
out between a team each from NZ and Australia.
Jill (words) and John (images) McCaw went
along to check it out.

THE Flying NZ Nationals is a flying-fest
of four days of competitions in multiple
disciplines. Just about anything you can
do in an aircraft is a competition at the
Nationals. Mayor of Ashburton, Angus
McKay, welcomed the participants and
particularly the Australian team. The
National flags were raised and anthems
played and then the Wings Trophy
competitors led off the competitions. In
baking mid-Canterbury heat, bordering
on the 30s, judges took up their stations
in the middle of the airfield and the three
man NZ formation team, who had won the
coin toss to go first, taxied out to begin the
competition.
Jill and John visited on the first day of
the Nationals when the Wings Trophy
was contested over four events. This was
followed by the aerobatics competitions
and the day wound up with a cocktail party
for the Wings Trophy participants. The
day was very hot with high cirrus that did

The NZ Formation Team in action.

Kiwi pilot Kevin Vile comes in for a forced landing.

Aussie Pilot Jim DiMenna puts it in the box.

nothing to cut down the heat. The wind
was low to negligible which was perfect for
formation flying and aerobatics. The forced
landing contest may have benefited from a
little more wind.
The first of the Wings Trophy contests
was the three-man formation flying. The
Australian team were at a disadvantage as
one of their team had not had a chance
to practise with the other two previously,
and sadly, when it was their turn to take to
the sky, it did show. They did much better
in the other three competitions: forced
landing, spot landing and aerobatics. In
fact, it was so close that until the final
placings were announced on Saturday night
with New Zealand the overall winner, none
of the pilots had actually known who the
victors might be.
Over four days of competition
numerous trophies were competed for in
a myriad of disciplines. Competitors at
the Nationals were the winners of their
Regional contests, giving five competitors
in each competition. They are New
Zealand’s best of the best in everything
from aerobatics through low level flying,
streamer cutting, life-raft dropping,
bombing, circuits, navigation and more.
Jo Perrott from the Nelson Aero Club
had received her PPL in February last year.
Aerobatics is her ‘thing’, and it only took
her three months after being introduced to
aerobatics to get her aerobatics rating. She
says, “That’s all I’ve been doing since.” She

Andrew Love conducts a briefing for the
aerobatics competition.

The Tauranga crew, keeping out of the sun.

Aerobatic judging in action.

Chief Aerobatics Judge Pam Collings (blue shirt)
and helpers were grateful for the shade of the hedge.

The Wings Trans-Tasman Trophy teams.
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was just delighted to be at a Nationals.
There were a great number of people on
the ground who make these competitions
possible. The forced landing and spot
landing competitions for instance had the
judge in the aircraft plus at least seven
spotters as well as other judges out along
the grid. Later, the heat of the afternoon
kept the aerobatics competition judges and
their scribes crowded into the limited shade
of a hedge on the airfield boundary. As the
afternoon wore on, more and more of the
spectators could be found peering out of
the pine branches as they tried to follow
the action and avoid the baking sun. Chief
aerobatics judge Pam Collings is herself
a former aerobatics champion and enjoys
seeing new people coming through, not just
competitors but people learning the skills
of judging as well. She was very pleased
with the level of competition. She was very
self-deprecating of her role, both as a judge
and a mentor. “I just enjoy it,” she said.
“You do what you can.”
Friday included the Young Eagles
programme competitions with the young
pilots competing in Pre-flights, defect
recognition and an Aviation and General
Knowledge exam. As well as being eligible
for individual trophies for the contest
the results were collated with the winner
receiving a $150 flight voucher. Flying
NZ president and National Young Eagles
co-ordinator Rob George is enthusiastic
about including the next generation of
aviation enthusiasts, pilots and industry
professionals at the National competitions.
The major sponsors of the Young Eagles
programme: Airways, Aviation and
Marine Co-op, CAA and Aspec all had
representatives at the prize giving and
provided generous sponsorship for the
young winners.
The prize giving also celebrated the NZ
record of 16 year old pilot Ross Brodie
who had achieved 16 first solos in 16
different aircraft types on his 16th birthday.
Saturday night gave a chance to celebrate
the successes and share the joy of a safe
and successful four days. The Ashburton
folk of the Mid-Canterbury Aero Club had
been excellent hosts, Rob George and his
able helpers had organised, planned and
brought it off, and the pilots, supporters,
judges and ladies in the kitchen had all
played their part. A successful week and a
great time had by all.

INTRODUCING

TANGO WIRELESS HEADSET
R

AUTUMN SPECIAL
OFFER ON NOW
See website for details
Check our website for the
full LightSpeed Range
www.lightspeedheadsets.nz

Phil Jones
NZ’s LightSpeed Dealer
0800 116 741 phil@lightspeedheadsets.nz

Our targeted free circulation to all aircraft operators and the aviation industry ensures that advertising in KiwiFlyer Gets Results.
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Guest Comment

Kiwi Flyer Event

contributed by Stephen Morton

contributed by John Nicholson

Aviation Conference Week 2016

A visit to the Nationals

Wellington 25th - 29th June

Following the Flying NZ Nationals, KiwiFlyer received this opinion
piece from Stephen Morton, a CPL/IFR pilot now involved in education
programmes for young aviators. There’s food for thought here for those
throughout the spectrum.

WE live in a rapidly changing world. Our children are growing
up with instant communications, Google, Facebook, and more.
Aviation also has been on the move. Airline pilots have become
Flight Managers. Aircraft operate on sophisticated computerised
systems, guided by satellite navigation.
Recently, I attended the premier aero club event, the Flying NZ
National Championships. The last time that I attended such an
event was in 1976, as a young pilot working towards my CPL. I was
keen to see how aero clubs had evolved with the times. Checking
out their website, I see that the rules (125 pages) are much the
same, but there was now a Professional Pilots’ event and a TransTasman Competition. That sounded good.
After arriving at Ashburton Airport, I went on a walk around the
collection of club planes that had arrived for the event. With a few
exceptions, most were older than their pilots. That said, the age of
the fleet didn’t impact on the event’s extremely good organisation and the atmosphere was very friendly.
The Professional Pilots there were competing for the Jay Peters
Trophy. This precision landing task attracted 14 entries, mostly
from Instructors already involved in the judging and running of the
other Championship events. It was great to see these young guys
being challenged in front of their peers. I wondered though, why
aren’t more professional pilots getting involved in an event like this?
The other big event of the Championship was the Trans-Tasman
Competition, and congratulations are due to Flying NZ for this
initiative. One of the Australian pilots commented to me that he
wished that there were more opportunities for Australian pilots to
fly in New Zealand.
It was a good few days, but I’d like to throw some ideas out not
only to NZ aero clubs, but particularly to all GA and recreational
pilots. Many of our aero clubs are struggling to survive. No longer
can they rely on income from training students, as student loan
funded commercial providers will often offer a more attractive deal.
To the pilots who aren’t involved: become a participant, support
your club, share your enthusiasm, and if the club isn’t operating in
the manner that appeals to you then get involved and help steer it.
To the aero clubs looking for income streams: perhaps you’re ideally
placed to host professional pilots from all over the world, looking
for a great flying holiday destination. And to Flying NZ: Do look
for ways to draw the public more towards aviation. Our yachting
cousins sail events well off-shore and yet attract a vast audience.
The America’s Cup might be an extreme example, but it’s made
possible by high-technology combined with creative and talented
New Zealanders. Albeit there’s plenty of sponsorship involved, but
why shouldn’t aviation be as attractive and exciting as that?
As the Flying NZ coordinator told the Young Eagles at the
Presentation dinner, New Zealand once led the world in Aviation.
Why not again?
					Stephen Morton
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This year’s Aviation Conference Week will be held from 25th to 29th June, at
Shed 6 and the TSB Arena in Wellington. AviationNZ GM, John Nicholson
says attendees can expect an informative and enjoyable time at conference:

FREEMAN FREIGHT
INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC
Specialising in Shipping
l
l
l

HELICOPTERS
FIXED WING
ALL AIRCRAFT PARTS

100% NZ OWNED & OPERATED
24 hours / 7 days services
DAILY AUCKLAND COURIER
6a Kaha Street, Rangataua, Ohakune.
Phone Warwick on 0273 400 284 or a/h 09 814 8910
email: freemanfreight@xtra.co.nz
www.freemanfreight.co.nz

THE Leadership Summit on 28th and 29th June is themed ‘Meeting
tomorrow’s challenges and succeeding today’. There will be a mix
of Government and non-Government speakers. In the schedule
already are:
– Government speakers talking about the future of transport
policy, especially aviation policy.
– Government agencies talking about new requirements e.g. HSE
and how companies can meet the challenges.
– A mix of speakers talking about where tomorrow’s skilled people
will come from and how we can best attract them into aviation.
– Some inspiring members talking about their business successes
and hopefully motivating others to emulate them.
Divisions of Aviation NZ will also be holding conferences and
training sessions during the week. These are:
25 June – Fire Unit Standard.
26 June – Chemical Rating Revalidation, plus Wires, CRM and
Human Factors.
27 June – NZAAA Conference themed on Resilience, plus Trade
Show.
28 June – Leadership Summit, NZAAA and NZHA Conferences,
Gala Dinner, plus Trade Show.
29 June – Leadership Summit (ends lunchtime), NZHA, Supply
Services & Engineering, Training & Development, and UAVNZ
Conferences, Trade Show.

Gala Dinner, Trade Show, and more...

A Gala Dinner will be held on the Tuesday evening. This is
also an opportunity for the industry to recognise some of its
outstanding achievers, including companies and individuals.
The conference will also have a Trade Show from 27th to 29th
June with up to 26 exhibitors participating. Air Tractor, Flightcell,
IMS, JSSI/Redfort Group, Oceania Aviation, Pacific Turbine, Pratt
and Whitney Canada and TAE Aviation have already confirmed
space.
Sponsors are now being sought for the event, with ASPEQ,
CTC Aviation, Hawker Pacific, Pratt and Whitney Canada and TAE
Aviation having confirmed already.
Why attend? The topics discussed are critically important to
the future success and growth of the aviation industry. If every
conference attendee can take one idea from the conferences and
one idea from the trade show, implement them and improve the
way they do business, attendance will have been very worthwhile.
But the networking, mixing with industry experts and ‘not so
old mates’ should see you learn, test some ideas and benefit much
more. Can you afford not to be at Aviation Week? Don’t miss the
opportunity. We’ll look forward to seeing you there.
More information including booking and accommodation details
is at www.aia.org.nz

Confirmed Speakers

Hangar 1, Steele Road
Hamilton Airport

Phone Paul on 07 843 1200 or 021 743 033
Email: paul@centralaero.nz
www.centralaero.nz

Train in the latest and safest
light helicopter, our brand new
Guimbal Cabri G2.
Train in a rich flying environment,
with plenty of confined bush and
mountain work, longlining, and
night flying all included in our 150
hour commercial syllabus.
Train in real-time scenarios under
real operating conditions in real
helicopter environments.
Training l Charter l Lifting l Hunting l Fishing
Mustering l Surveying l Filming l Fire Fighting
Seismic Support l Wild Animal Management
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07 308 4188 or 0800 804 354
info@frontierhelicopters.co.nz
216 Aerodrome Rd, Whakatane
www.frontierhelicopters.co.nz
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Summit speakers already confirmed include the Secretary of
Transport (Martin Matthews), Director of CAA (Graeme Harris),
and Chief Executive of Business New Zealand (Kirk Hope). The
Minister of Transport, Hon Simon Bridges, has also been asked to
speak.
Conference agenda items range from big picture matters in
the Leadership Summit (Future directions for transport policy
development, SMS/HSE implementation, skills, outstanding
business performance) to more micro issues in the divisional
conferences (risk, compliance, fatigue, human performance), and
more.
NZAAA and NZHA have some very impressive speakers
including Marlborough farmer Doug Avery, Samuel Gibson (who
lost both legs through a debilitating disease but leads life to the full),
experienced pilot Glen Eastlake talking about minimising human
error, DoC’s Harry Maher talking about new hiring criteria which
improve the focus on safety rather than just price, and CAA’s Safety
Investigation Unit presenting their project findings on the factors
behind pilot behaviour that leads to accidents.
The Training and Development Division, in contrast, will only
use Aviation NZ member speakers in its conference to share best
practice on how the rotary sector is coming together to improve
individual trainer performance and how common training modules
could be developed across the industry to improve consistency.
KiwiFlyer invites readers to send in contributions that will be of general interest to the NZ aviation community. Call us to discuss.
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Aeromodelling
contributed by Steve Engle

NZJMA Tokoroa Model Jet Meet
Jet Modelling enthusiast Steve Engle contributed
this article on the NZ Jet Modelling Association’s
annual gathering at Tokoroa recently.

New Zealand’s biggest Model Jet meeting
for the year was held over the weekend of
12-14 February at the full-size Tokoroa
Airfield in the South Waikato. This ‘fly-in’
is our hallmark event and attracted over 40
pilots with 60 turbine powered models.
Most of our usual overseas guests make
the visit bi-annually, and this being their
off-year meant that pilot entries were down
a bit. We did though, enjoy the company of
one of our regular Australian competitors
who still made the trip over.
On the positive side, less overseas
visitors meant there was more flying time
available for us NZ pliots!
The Mayor and Deputy Mayor from the
South Waikato District Council officially
welcomed us and opened this years meeting
on the Friday.
Friday is typically a scrutineering, setting
up and test flying day. It is the opportunity
to see what skunkworks projects people
have had going on in their basements over
the season.
We had the airfield closed by NOTAM,
and white crosses put out at each end of
the runway to signify its closure. Yet we
still had a light aircraft wanting to do circuit
practice…
A barbeque was held at the field on
Friday night, and we kept flying until late
with the benefit of daylight savings. The
conditions for flying were fantastic later in
the day, followed by our AGM under the
big marquee over a quiet beer.
Paul Connor from Warkworth put on

1

2

3

4

several 3D flying displays over the weekend
with his vectored thrust J10.
Powered by a Kingtec turbine that was
putting out 46lbs thrust, Paul was hovering,
doing the ‘cobra’ manoeuvre, performing
tumbles and pirouetting spins to the
amazement of the audience.
3D flight is not something that you see
very often, and is quite a crowd pleaser
Reminiscing about the good old days
of the RNZAF, we had models of the
Strikemaster (Blunty), Vampire & A-4
Skyhawk all flying. This was a great
opportunity for people to take photos that
showcased a snippet of the history of our
Air Force.
I was very impressed by the F-104
Starfighter. Some of you may remember
that it made its debut at last years event.
Now that it has been painted & detailed,
it looks incredible. As a matter of interest,
the paint added just 400gms weight to the
jet.
Another model that stood out for me
was the Hughes 500 helicopter complete
with 5 blade head. Carl Hansen flew this
in a very scale-like manner. At times you
would swear that it was actually a full-size
machine being demonstrated.
Matthias Strupf, the owner and designer
of Heli Classics from Germany (www.
heliclassics.de) put on a very impressive
show of scale performance with the MIL
Mi-8 Russian gunship. This model has bird
scaring cartridges that were used to strafe
the runway with good effect, and delighted
the onlookers.
Additionally visiting us was Ralf
Schneider also from Germany, the
owner of Tailor Made Decals (www.

tailormadedecals.com/en/). Ralf is world
recognised for award winning scale detail
and scale paint finishing, and saw his
handiwork proudly displayed on the F-104
Starfighter.
The pilots’ dinner was held on Saturday
night, and a very enjoyable evening was had
by all. This year we changed the format
slightly and had the prizegiving during the
dinner. This was done so that pilots that
had travelled a long way could pack up and
get on the road early without having to wait
around for lunchtime prize-giving on the
last day.
The local Air Training Corp once again
manned the gates and marshalled the
spectators & cars. They ran a continuous
barbecue over the weekend and many kilos
of sausages & burgers were consumed.
This is a big fund-raising occasion for them
providing a healthy boost of income for
the year.
There were no major crashes or
catastrophes this year - a reflection of
the quality of Radio Control equipment,
modern turbines & electronics that are
available to us these days. We also have a
stringent scrutineering policy in place and
all models had to be examined before being
cleared to fly.
We had three days of stunning weather
and gentle breezes. It was almost too hot
at times. Luckily the pits area was filled
with gazebos for shelter & shade. Feedback

from pilots and spectators this year was
that this event was once again excellent,
very well run, and enjoyable. This is a credit
to the NZJMA (New Zealand Jet Modellers
Association) committee of volunteers that
put so much time & effort into making it a
success. There is a considerable amount of
paperwork, policies & procedures, Health
& Safety requirements etc to be undertaken
for a meeting of this size and it is not a task
for the faint-hearted! Well done to all that
were involved
Photos of the meeting are here for
viewing:
https://sengle.smugmug.com/Hobbies/
Events/Tokoroa-ANZAC-Jets-2016/
Details of our regular meetings are on
our website: www.nzjma.com
Feel free to stop by at our next event to
see what all the fuss is about.
Captions:
1. Matthias Strupf (Germany) wheels out the
Hughes 500 for a demo flight.
2&3. Scale H500 – hard to tell this is actually a
model when its airborne.
4. Carl Hansen’s Mil8 heli complete with birdscarer rocket cartridges lands after a runway
strafing that the spectators thoroughly enjoyed.
5. F4 Phantom & Vampire (Peter Brown),
Strikemaster & A4 Skyhawk (Rene Redmond &
Tarquin Brooks).
6. Clinton Kraidy & his scratch-built 3m Mig25.
7. Paul Connor wowed the crowd with his 3D
vectored thrust displays in his J10.
8. Peter Brown with his Jetcat P160 powered
Skymaster F4 Phantom ‘Playboy Bunny’.
9. Steve Blackman with his faithful Mig15.
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F104 Airworld ¼ scale Starfighter (The
Widowmaker) with owner/pilot Craig Abbott
pre-flighting it from underneath! This stunning
model is over 4m long, and weighs 24kg.
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New Zealand Soaring
contributed by Jill McCaw

Greytown Soaring Centre Opens
THE country’s third Soaring Centre was officially opened in
South Wairarapa District Council CEO, Paul Crimp is fully
Greytown in the Wairarapa in April. The new centre will be the
supportive of the Greytown Soaring Centre. “When Council
combined home of Gliding Wairarapa (GWR) and the Wellington
purchased the land in Papawai, we were 100% committed to
Gliding Club (WGC) and
ensuring that a gliding
utilises the site at Papawai
operation was retained and
that GWR has used for
enhanced in the district. This
many years. The Wellington
is going to be a first-class
Gliding Club’s lease at
facility and a highly valuable
their previous base at
amenity”. GSC expects
Paraparaumu airport was
to have 100 members and
due to expire in 2020 and
around 20 gliders operating
they have been looking for
on weekends, public holidays
new sites. Restrictions placed
and during the week in
on gliding by commercial
summer months.
flight operations, increased
Wellington Gliding Club
air traffic and the cost of
President, Brian Sharpe
operating at the airport had
could not be happier with
made the site unacceptable
the new club base in the
for the club.
Wairarapa. “I’m really
Greytown is seen as an
chuffed that we were able to
ideal gliding location, with
secure this location and join
Wairarapa Fireworks
the established Papawai
with Gliding Wairarapa to
gliding site proven for both winch and aerotow launching and with
further develop their existing site under the GSC umbrella. This is
good flying conditions. On good soaring days it is not unusual to
definitely the most exciting gliding development going on in New
fly as far north as Waiouru or Lake Waikaremoana and back to
Zealand at the moment.”
Greytown. In westerly conditions, heights of 20,000 feet or more
Brian says that GSC will have a strong training programme.
can be obtained in the lee wave conditions off the Tararua Range.
“We’re looking into providing two, four, and six-day courses with
These occur right over Greytown and can run the entire length of
a youth programme running during the week and club days at the
the eastern side of North Island.
weekends. Our ultimate aim is to have this club running seven days
In 2014 both Gliding Wairarapa and Wellington Gliding Club
a week.”
joined the newly formed Greytown Soaring Centre (GSC); together
“Building on the existing junior gliding programme being run by
they will manage the airstrip and facilities. The new group met with
Gliding Wairarapa is one of the most exciting things we could be
the South Wairarapa District Council, who owned the land. In July
involved in; youth bring so much energy to the club”, says Brian.
2015 a 35 year lease to occupy 2.5ha at the Papawai Airstrip and
A new high tech Sky launch dual drum winch has been ordered
licence to occupy the grass runways was signed.
from England and will be operating in the middle of 2016. This
will provide launches to 2500 feet in still wind conditions and over
3,000 feet in moderate headwinds. A hangar capable of housing up
to eight, 18 metre wingspan, rigged gliders plus winch, tow-plane,
glider trailers and a launch point caravan has been completed.
Papawai is probably the only site in the country with a historical
“Flying an
Angel Flight NZ
Maori connection to gliding. In the early 1800s, Ngāti Kahungunu

Pilots Wanted

ancestor, Nuku Pewapewa led a small group of warriors to repel
GWR committee member David Hirst reports that [at Papawai]
a much larger enemy force who had invaded the Wairarapa during
there was a lot of work preparing for the official arrival of the
the time of the Musket Wars. The soldiers were camped out on the
Wellington Club with ploughing, harrowing and levelling vast
Manguraki cliffs and were ordered to build giant kites and fly down
swathes of land around the new hangar. “The grand opening took
and attack the enemy fortress. The flight attack was successful and a
place on April 2nd. Speeches were made, people were thanked,
peace treaty was negotiated which has stood the test of time.
ribbons were cut and then sandwiches were consumed after a warm
Marae Chairman, Paora
welcome onto Papawai Marae.
Ammunson is immensely proud
The following day saw the first
of the Papawai ancestor Nuku
official flying day of combined
Pewapewa. “I’ve asked other
(WGC and GWR) operations.
Iwi if they have a history of
It was a wave day with variable
their ancestors flying and none
winds on deck, rotor above
of them have, so I think Ngāti
and a couple of 300km flights.
Kahungunu and Wairarapa can
‘Learnings’ from the day
lay claim to having the first New
included the confusion between
Zealander to fly. It’s fitting for
vectors 03 and 30, the fact that
us to be involved in the new
‘used grass’ sticks to Pawnees
GSC; we’re strongly supportive
without mudguards, and the fact
of it and have been invited to
that yes, two clubs can co-exist
GSC and Council members at the opening celebrations.
nominate a representative to sit
very happily. Now,” Hirst says,
on the GSC board. We’re very passionate about ensuring that youth
“the real fun begins.”
from our marae are involved in the Centre and that we can provide
GSC are seeking new members from the Wairarapa and Greater
gliding scholarships to them. So that the new generation of Ngāti
Wellington Region, with an aviation interest and mechanical
Kahungunu can follow in the footsteps of their ancestor Nuku
background who may wish to train as winch launch masters, or are
Pewpewa and continue to fly in the Wairarapa skies.”
interested in learning to glide solo and/or cross country.
GSC will start fundraising in 2016 to construct a clubhouse and
For more information contact Grae Harrison: 027 442 9337 or
training facility for youth glide trainees, club members and visitors
grae@letsgotravel.co.nz. For information on gliding in the rest of
to Greytown.
New Zealand see the Gliding New Zealand website.

mission may
be the most
satisfying flying
you will do.”

Angel Flight NZ is an organisation of private pilots who volunteer their
time and their planes to fly passengers for non-urgent medical treatment,
for free. We now have 64 pilots and 93 ground-based volunteers and
mission coordinators. They have flown a combined 15482 nm in missions.
We would like particularly like pilots from Napier, New Plymouth,
Paraparaumu, Palmerston North and the South Island to join us!
Pilots need to have 250 hours PIC, a current BFR and Medical, and be
willing to donate 5–10 hours of their time and their aircraft per year.

Contact Lance Weller
Phone: 09 434 3271 or 027 893 4587
Email: lance@angelflightnz.co.nz
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Hangar 1, Steele Road
Hamilton Airport
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Phone Paul on 07 843 1200 or 021 743 033
Email: paul@centralaero.nz
www.centralaero.nz

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

Have you got an interesting aviation story that KiwiFlyer readers might enjoy? Call us on 09 279 9924 and we’ll help you to share it.
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ZK Register Review Profiles
contributed by Penny Belworthy

ZK-BEE
Poorboy Aviation PB-1

BUILT by Stuart Parker, this Poorboy
PB-1 is a first of type for New Zealand.
James Hartung from North Dakota
designed the Poorboy for people such as
himself, who wanted to fly at low cost.
His goals were for an inexpensive plane
designed to be a steady flyer, relying on
well-established design principles.
This appealed to Stuart who was looking
simply for “basic rag and tube that suited
my needs”, with little special tooling
requirements and a quick build time. After
receiving the 50 pages of hand drawn plans
from the States it only took Stuart 630
hours over two years to build.
The aircraft is constructed of aluminium
tube and gusset with blind rivets. The wings
and tail plane are covered with Ceconite
light fabric using Stewart Systems Ecobond
cement. Stuart decided there was a need
to change the cockpit area forward of the
A-frame so he resurrected the pod, wheels
and spats off his old trike aircraft and after
tiding them up installed them on his new
machine. The struts are streamlined yacht
spreader extrusion.
ZK-BEE’s colour scheme of yellow

Beechcraft
Bell Helicopter

provided courtesy of Hawker Pacific
and black sunbursts was applied by Stuart
using acrylic latex house paint, thinned
with Floetrol. A mate said it looked
like a bumble-bee, hence his choice of
registration. Stuart is presently in the
ground testing stages but once flying the
Rotax 503 powered PB-1 should cruise
around 65-70 kts and stall about 20-25
kts using around 12 litres per hour. Even
though Stuart will be a slightly slower flyer
than his friends, he doesn’t mind as he
knows they will have made the coffee and
have it ready for him when he lands.

ZK-ERV

Vans RV12

WHEN I spoke to Alan Kearney he had
recently returned from a very enjoyable
flight down to Wanaka for the Easter
Warbirds Over Wanaka airshow in his
brand new Vans RV12. Alan’s RV12 is the
second aircraft to be built by the students
of Mercury Bay Area School. Licensed
Aircraft Maintenance Engineer Jim Evans,
who leads the project, pitched the idea to
the school late in 2011. He oversaw the first
Vans RV-12 kit ZK-MBA built in 2012 and
2013 by nine MBAS students, which when
finished was bought by the local Aero Club.
Every Wednesday afternoon in Jim Evan’s
shed adjacent to the Mercury Bay Aero

Club, the students work in pairs with a
mentor from the local community to work
on a part of the plane.
Alan Kearney was so impressed with this
programme and the success that they had
achieved that he was keen to get involved.
While at Oshkosh he was able to tour the
Vans factory. Liking what he saw and after
consulting with his wife Wendy he ordered
a kit on the spot. The kit arrived 18 months
ago and has only taken the students 16
months to complete. A local boat builder
applied the paintwork.
ZK-ERV is powered by a 912 ULS
Rotax engine and cruises at 105 kts. Alan
says he really enjoyed the whole build
process, getting to know the students and
sharing in their enthusiasm. Out of this
group of students; one hopes to join the
Air Force, one wants to be a commercial
pilot and the other wants to be an aircraft
engineer. A great result all round. These
three have also all soloed in the aero club’s
plane, the first MBAS built RV12.

ZK-DDM
Spacek SD-1 Minisport

ANOTHER new aircraft for New Zealand
is the SD-1 Minisport, a low wing single
seat aircraft built by Paul Edger from

Contact Joanne Griffiths
P: 09 295 1631 or 027 808 2749
E: joanne.griffiths@hawkerpacific.com
Visit us at Harvard Lane, Ardmore.

Aviation’s Trusted Choice

A vast array of aircraft spare
parts, components, supplies,
avionics and specialist
equipment for most General
Aviation, Business Jet and
Regional Airline Aircraft, is
maintained in our warehouses
in Auckland, Sydney, Cairns,
Beijing, Hong Kong and Singapore.

www.hawkerpacific.com

All your Aircraft Parts and Supplies
to Keep You Flying

ARRIVALS - January/February 2016		
BEE
Poorboy Aviation PB-1
Mr S Parker
Ohaupo
CVC Piper PA-18-150
Mr A S Richmond
Seddon
Mr P M Edgar
Albany
DDM Spacek SD-1 Minisport
ERV
Vans RV 12
Mr A J Kearney
Auckland
IWS
Eurocopter EC 130 B4
Citylink PT Chopper Operations Limited
KNT
Pacific Aerospace 750XL
Pacific Aerospace Limited
Hamilton
Alpi Aviation Pioneer 300
ALPI Aviation NZ Limited
Rangiora
LPC
LPL
Alpi Aviation Pioneer 300
ALPI Aviation NZ Limited
Rangiora
MVI
ATR-GIE ATR 72-212A
Mount Cook Airline Ltd
Christchurch
MYN ICP Savannah S
Mr P B Seale
Rangiora
RBV
FD-Composites ArrowCopter AC20 Lange Enterprises Limited
Dunedin
Hamilton
RON Auto Flight Single Seat Dominator Mr N Hintz
ELA Aviacion ELA 07R
Husband Trust
Featherston
SIT
SKM Cessna 208
Air Milford 2000 Ltd
Queenstown
Cessna U206G
Oceania Aviation Limited
Papakura
TCA
TGB
Alpi Aviation Pioneer 300
Mr G B Smith
Timaru
TLK
Boeing 737-476
Airwork Flight Operations Limited
Manukau
Mr J D Wakelin
Lincoln
WRV Vans RV 7
YIK
Yakovlev Yak-52
Mr P D Scandrett
Pauanui
YLO
Piper J3C-65
Ardmore Aviation Services Ltd
Hong Kong

Microlight Class 1
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 1
Amateur Built Aeroplane
Cambridge Helicopter
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Gyroplane
Gyroplane
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Amateur Built Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane

TRANSFERS - January/February 2016
BOG Fletcher FU24-950M
Mackenzie Aviation Limited
BRM De Havilland DH 82A Tiger Moth Maximum Ventures Limited
CBS
Cessna 185A
Darlington Drilling and Piling Ltd
CDY
Cessna 180A
Kiwi Avi8tor Limited
Airline Flying Club (Inc)
CUH Piper PA-28-140
CUQ Piper PA-28-140
SAB Avionics limited
DKW Grumman American AA-5
Mr P D Lechner
Piper PA-28-180
Mr H C Devonish
EBF
Cessna 172N
Mr M R Smith
EOF
FNC Aircraft Spec Hovey Delta Hawk
Mr M W Jefferies
FRB
Rand KR-2 UL
Mr M Huth
GSU Pipistrel Taurus 503
Tauranga Gliding Club (Inc)
Mr G Simmendinger
GUB Grob Speed Astir IIB
Mr J F Stevens
GZO Schleicher ASW 27
James Patrick Scott
HBO Bell 206B
HCE
Robinson R66
Aurum Helicopters Limited
HER
Hughes 369HS
Wairarapa Helicopters Limited
HGS Hughes 369HS
Opotiki Helicopters NZ Limited
HIJ
Robinson R22 Beta
Mr S J Boyd
HIR
Robinson R22 Beta
Mr S M Brown
HIY
Eurocopter AS 350BA
Independent Helicopters Limited
HTP
KHI Kawasaki-Hughes 369HS
Heli Ag Limited
HTW Robinson R44 II
Rotorworx (N.Z.) Limited
HTY
Robinson R44 II
Nokomai Helicopters Limited
HUJ
Hughes 369FF
Ralph Schultz Helicopters Limited
IBG
Robinson R22 Beta
Back Country Aviation Limited
IBJ
Robinson R44
Heliflite Charter & Training Limited
ICR
Eurocopter AS 350B2
James Patrick Scott
IGA
McDonnell Douglas 500N
Precision Helicopters Limited
Robinson R22 Beta
Heli-Hire Limited
IGB
Eurocopter AS 350B2
Action Helicopters Limited
IMJ
Bell 206B
Coast To Coast Helicopters 2013 Ltd
IOI
Robinson R44 II
Chickenhawk Limited
IPZ
Pitts S-2A
Mr A B Higgie
JAG
JFR
Avid Flyer STOL UL
Mr P J Budding
Piper PA-31
Sunair Aviation Ltd
JGA
JKS
Aerochute Aerochute Dual Deluxe Mr G K Pasco
JSF
Cessna 172N
Airline Flying Club (Inc)
LOA
Airborne XTS-912
Mr D C Anderson
MAG Cessna 172P
Auckland Flying School Limited
Patchett Ag-Air 2015 Limited
MAW Gippsland GA200
MTZ
Diamond DA 40
Mr R H N Steed
MYF
Partenavia P 68B
Skywest Aviation Ltd
Mr R J B Willis
MZM AutoGyro Europe Calidus Fern
NCD Rutan Varieze
Tacan NZ Limited
Magni Gyro M24C
Mr P B Anderson
PLW
Aero Commander 690A
Air Chathams Limited
PVB
RET
Wittman Tailwind W.8UL
GA Partnership
Micro Aviation Bantam B22J
O’Brien & O’Brien Syndicate
SAK
SGO Tecnam P2002 Sierra RG
Mr B F Boult
SRN
Sigma Aircraft Sigma-4
Mr I J Close
TRT
Titan Tornado I
Mr R M Webb
TST
Tecnam P2002 Sierra
Dreamcraft Aviation Limited
VIP
Piper PA-31-350
Great Barrier Airlines Limited
VKG Zenair STOL CH750
Mr H J E Falloon
XTZ
Diehl XTC
Mr A B Baradaran Shahroodi
ZAF
Micro Aviation Bantam B22J
Mr T J Goldsbro
ZSC
Zlin Aviation Savage
Mr M Gordon

Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 1
Microlight Class 2
Microlight Class 2
Glider
Glider
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Amateur Built Aeroplane
Gyroplane
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Microlight Class 2
Microlight Class 2
Microlight Class 2
Microlight Class 1
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Microlight Class 1
Microlight Class 2
Microlight Class 2

Gore
Wanaka
Paraparaumu
Te Awamutu
Papakura
Wanaka
Porirua
Christchurch
Ohaupo
Morrinsville
Opotiki
Tauranga
Whangarei
Kaitaia
Fox Glacier
Cromwell
Masterton
Opotiki
Taupo
Reefton
Christchurch
Hastings
Wanaka
Lumsden
Maungaturoto
Opotiki
Papakura
Fox Glacier
Upper Urenui
Rotorua
Queenstown
Motueka
Auckland
Wanganui
Palmerston North
Mount Maunganui
Shannon
Papakura
Rangiora
Pokeno
Blenheim
Wellington
New Plymouth
Auckland
Mount Maunganui
Katikati
Chatham Islands
Belfast
Cambridge
Blenheim
Christchurch
Akaroa
Whangarei
Auckland
Wanganui
Auckland
Auckland
Tauranga

DEPARTURES - January/February 2016
CNI
Piper PA-28-140
Private Owner		
HCQ Eurocopter AS 350 B3
Heliworks Queenstown 2012 Ltd
Queenstown
HST
Eurocopter AS 350B2
Heletranz Limited
Auckland
HYR
Bell 206L-4
Oceania Aviation Limited
Papakura
JHN
Hummel Wind Wagon U/L
Mr E F McNeil
Coromandel
Pilatus PC-12/47
Aviation Partners Pty Limited
Australia
TIL
WHJ Cessna A185F
Mr D J West
North Shore City
Air Wanganui Commuter Limited
Wanganui
WTH Piper PA-31P-350

Representing the world’s finest brands

Aeromil Pacific
Aeronautical Accessories Inc.
American Hardware
Artex
Australian Avionics
Brackett Aero Filters Corp.
Concorde Battery Corp.
Continental Motors Inc.
Dart Aerospace
David Clark
Garmin
General Electric Lamps
Goodyear Tyres and Tubes
Kelly Aerospace
Lycoming
Mid-Continent Instruments
Piper
Purolator-Facet
Rapco Inc.
Sky-Tec Starters
Specialty Tyres of America
Tempest
Whelen Engineering
and much more

Diamond Aircraft

Bell Helicopter

Aeroplane
Dest
Helicopter
Exp
Helicopter
Exp
Helicopter
Exp
Microlight C1 W/d
Aeroplane
Exp
Aeroplane
Dest
Aeroplane
Exp

Beechcraft
NEW AIRCRAFT | USED AIRCRAFT | PARTS & SUPPLIES
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Aircraft Sales: Contact Martyn on 09 295 1630, email: martyn.griffiths@hawkerpacific.com
Aircraft Parts and Supplies: Contact Joanne on 09 295 1631, email: joanne.griffiths@hawkerpacific.com

www.hawkerpacific.com
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Albany. The Minisport comes from Spacek
sro Ltd in the Czech Republic.
Paul liked this design due to its all wood
construction (as he is a builder by trade),
short landing capabilities and low fuel
burn. The 51% quick build kit cost $28000
landed in NZ which included the engine
and a ballistic parachute. Construction is all
spruce and ply, with carbon fibre used in
high load areas. All the wing ribs are built
from XPS foam and are strong but light
hence the dry weight of the aircraft is only
125 kg! The engine is a Verner JCV 360, a
35hp 2 cylinder 4 stroke design which Paul
says should deliver a cruise of around 88
kts, using just 6 litres of fuel per hour. The
wing span is almost 6 m and the length is
4 m. Ply covers the foam ribs on the wood
/ carbon spar, two piece wing, flaperons
and a T tail. All the fabricated metal parts
and materials to complete the aircraft were
supplied in the kit. Paul has built a painting
tent and hopes to be painting his aircraft in
June and have it ready for taxiing in July.

ZK-MYN
ICP Savannah S

PRODUCED in Italy, the ICP Savannah
S can be bought ready to fly or in kit form.
MYN is being built by Philip Seale of
Rangiora with the help of fellow Savannah
builder and flyer Hayden Bell. Philip chose
the Savannah after meeting with Hayden
who showed him his own Savannah and
offered to take him for a fly. Philip was
so impressed that he set about ordering
one for himself and also became the New
Zealand agent.
Philip’s kit arrived in October last year
and work started immediately. The airframe
structure is of metal tubing with loadresisting panels, and the wing includes a
Junkers type flaperon (aileron + flap) with
manual control. Four fuel tanks installed in
the wings have 36 litres capacity each. The
large cockpit accommodates taller pilots
plus is sound insulated. Doors may be
removed for flying in hot regions or to take
pictures. The luggage area behind the seats
carries up to 20 kilograms.
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At this stage the aircraft is just about
fully completed and awaiting the CAA
inspection before it will be test flown.

NEW Robinson R22 Beta II

ZK-KAB
Just Aicraft SuperSTOL

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

Book a demo flight now

D

Bruce Conway
NZ Skyleader dealer
bruce@skyfreedom.co.nz
P: 03 213 0358
M: 027 577 3111

New Robinson R22 Beta II. POA.
Contact Brett, Heliflite Pacific (NZ) Ltd,
Ph: (09) 2999 442, Email: brett@heliflitepacific.com

THE SuperSTOL Sports from Just
Aircraft has an all metal wing incorporating
self-deploying leading edge slats and long
span fowler flaps to further improve the
aircraft’s stall range. Landing gear utilises
long travel hydraulic struts and the tail
wheel also incorporates a hydraulic shock
to lessen aggressive off-airport landings.
The wing slats, combined with the large
Fowler flaps, allow the SuperSTOL to be
flown at high angles of attack permitting
it to ‘drop’ into small clearings, making the
SuperStol one of the most versatile backcountry machines available.
ZK-KAB was built by Grant Goodland
and Byron Phillips from Canterbury in
just over two years. They liked the design
because apart from the comfortable cruise
speed and low fuel burn it has the potential
for landing into river beds and rough highcountry strips - as they have an interest
in tramping and hunting. The aircraft is
powered by a 912 Rotax engine with a three
blade carbon fibre Whirlwind propeller and
cruises at 95 kts. Take-off and landing can
be accomplished in as little as 50 metres.
Test pilot Evan Belworthy completed a
successful first flight at the start of April.
These are his comments: “Sunday was the
first flight and proved to be very pleasant.
Vision over the nose is limited so S turns
are required on the ground, take-off is
short, the tail comes up quickly and the
aeroplane flies away. In the air vision is
excellent, roll rate is good and the aircraft
stable, approach and landing are normal
with the exception of the slats as these are
in on approach and the then as you begin
to flare they pop out and the aeroplane
gently alights upon the ground. The next
phase of the testing is to get the angle of
attack up and the slats out which allows you
to climb out and approach steeply. The fun
is about to begin.”

Skyleader
GP One

NEW Robinson R44 Raven I and II

L

O

S

more details on website:

www.skyfreedom.co.nz
Our GP One demonstrator has been sold,
but if you’re quick we can still arrange a demo flight.
Order a new Skyleader GP One for $116k +GST ready-to-fly.

Reach thousands of Kiwi Flyers with your classified advertisement
For private advertisers, classified advertising in KiwiFlyer is discounted to only
$35 including GST for 50 words and a colour photograph. Or pay by column
space at the rate of only $10 including GST per column centimetre. Please
contact us for commercial advertising rates.
Send your advert details and cheque made out to Kiwi Flyer Limited to
Kiwi Flyer, PO Box 72-841, Papakura, Auckland 2244.
Alternately, email: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz Credit cards or bank transfer payments
are welcome but can only be accepted by internet payment. Please contact us for
details by email or phone 09 279 9924.

New Robinson R44 Raven I and II. POA.
Contact Brett, Heliflite Pacific (NZ) Ltd,
Ph: (09) 2999 442, Email: brett@heliflitepacific.com

Classified deadline for the next issue is 3rd June.
Don’t forget to include all of your contact details in your advertisement.

1981 CESSNA 182-R ZK-NML 2,752 hrs SN.
SIDs. King Avionics. Engine 1,153 TSO. Hangared.
Cal. Insp. Dec 2014. $149,500 +GST if sold in NZ.

2011 TECNAM P2006T TWIN ZK-MTW
Only 550 hrs since new. Motivated Seller.
Asking: NZ$475,000 +GST if sold in NZ.

1985 PARTENAVIA P68C ZK-SMB
Only 3350 hrs since new. Engines 910 TSO. High
gross weight. $299,900 +GST if sold in NZ

1976 PIPER ARROW II ZK-EKR Tidy example.
200 HP engine. 750 hrs T/R. Fresh 100 hour/ARA with
sale. IFR equipped. Special Financial Package Available.
PRICE REDUCED $69,900 +GST if sold in NZ.

1974 PIPER CHEROKEE CRUISER ZK-DOQ
6948 Hours Since New. 160 HP engine 1200 to run.
VHF Com, Transponder, Fresh 100 Hr & ARA with sale.
PRICE REDUCED $29,900 +GST if sold in NZ

1976 PIPER NAVAJO C ZK-JGA
8 seats. Crew & cargo doors. Engines 799 and 1490
to run. Useful load: 2,248 lbs. Wing locker baggage.
De-icing. $249,000 +GST if sold in NZ.

1998 EAGLE 150-B ZK-EGL
Only 430 Hours Since New Engine and Prop also 430 Hours Since New. GPS / COM, Transponder, Intercom, Standard Eagle Factory Equipment. Full Gyro Instruments.
120 Knot cruise at 23 Litres per hour. Factory demonstrator. $59,900 +GST if sold in NZ.

Contact Dennis: P. 09 298 6249 | M. 0294 923 160 | E. dennis@dtiaircraftsales.com
Visit us at Harvard Lane, Ardmore Airport, Papakura.
www.DtiAircraftSales.com
Celebrating 49 Years of Aircraft Sales and Acquisitions

Hangarage and Parking Available at Ardmore

DENNIS THOMPSON
INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

KiwiFlyer Classifieds reach thousands of Kiwi Flyers. Next deadline is 3rd June. Phone 09 279 9924 or email: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz
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EXCLUSIVE NZ DISTRIBUTORS FOR DART AEROSPACE
Free catalogues available (printed or electronic) or visit www.dartaerospace.com

Contact Martyn Griffiths | Manager Ardmore | P: 09 295 1630 | M: 027 808 0094 | E: martyn.griffiths@hawkerpacific.com

